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Dialogical Self
The concept of the dialogical self, proposed originally
by Hubert Hermans, professor of
psychology,
inseminated a dynamic development in psychology and
the social sciences. The topic is connected to the
concepts of theorists such as Bakhtin and James and it
inspires the latest developments in cultural, cognitive
and social psychology, as well as advancements in
education, counseling and psychotherapy. This new
approach is closely related to narrative psychology,
constructivism, and cultural psychology, but the focus is
on the multivoiced self. According to the concept of the
dialogical self, the individual self is social in origin and
dialogical in its potential. The self reflects and
appropriates the voices of society and significant others,
and within the functioning of the self we consider these
voices in dialogue.
WHAT DOES DIALOGICAL SELF MEAN?
DIALOGICAL SELF – the most often our self does not
represent one strict point of view, it means rather
internal exchange of ideas.
DIALOGICAL SELF – our mind can represent minds
of other people, and various points of view typical for
other nations, cultures or social backgrounds.
DIALOGICAL SELF – is a necessary condition of
identity, wisdom, and maturity for all these phenomena
imply integration of different visions of the person.
DIALOGICAL SELF – promotes imagination,
creativity, morality, and spirituality.
DIALOGICAL SELF – models social relationships.
Summing up, DIALOGICAL SELF – according to Hubert
Hermans – is a society of mind.
DIALOGICAL SELF serves as a base for relationships
and exchange of ideas between:
 Persons
 Groups
 Organizations & Institutions
 Nations & ethnic groups
 Religions
 Cultures
A true DIALOGUE, that respects human dignity and
human rights, functions like a remedy for
misunderstandings, conflicts, aggression, great
differences, prejudices, and social exclusion...
Several aspects of the DIALOGICAL SELF are
emphasized by psychology, pedagogy, sociology,
anthropology, psychiatry, neuroscience, and other
disciplines.

DIALOGICAL SELF THEORY (DST) weaves two concepts, self and
dialogue, together in such a way that a more profound
understanding of the interconnection of self and society is achieved.
Usually, the concept of self refers to something “internal,” something
that takes place within the mind of the individual person, while
dialogue is typically associated with something “external,” that is,
processes that take place between people involved
in communication.
The composite concept “dialogical self” goes beyond the selfother dichotomy by infusing the external to the internal and, in
reverse, to introduce the internal into the external. As functioning as
a “society of mind”, the self is populated by a multiplicity of “selfpositions” that have the possibility to entertain dialogical
relationships with each other.
In Dialogical Self Theory (DST) the self is considered as “extended,”
that is, individuals and groups in the society at large are
incorporated as positions in the mini-society of the self. As a result
of this extension, the self does not only include internal positions
(e.g., I as the son of my mother, I as a teacher, I as a lover of jazz),
but also external positions (e.g., my father, my pupils, the groups to
which I belong).
Given the basic assumption of the extended self, the other is not
simply outside the self but rather an intrinsic part of it. There is not
only the actual other outside the self, but also the imagined other
who is entrenched as the other-in-the-self. An important theoretical
implication is that basic processes, like self-conflicts, self-criticism,
self-agreements, and self-consultancy, are taking place in different
domains in the self: within the internal domain (e.g., “As an enjoyer
of life I disagree with myself as an ambitious worker”); between the
internal and external (extended) domain (e.g., “I want to do this but
the voice of my mother in myself criticizes me”) and within the
external domain (e.g., “The way my colleagues interact with each
other has led me to decide for another job”).
As these examples show, there is not always a sharp separation
between the inside of the self and the outside world, but rather a
gradual transition. DST assumes that the self as a society of mind is
populated by internal and external self-positions. When some
positions in the self silence or suppress other positions, monological
relationships prevail. When, in contrast, positions are recognized and
accepted in their differences and alterity (both within and between
the internal and external domains of the self), dialogical
relationships emerge with the possibility to further develop and
renew the self and the other as central parts of the society at large.
(from Wikipedia)
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About the Conference
PURPOSE
The purpose of the conference is to create a forum for dialogue
across the boundaries of specific (sub)disciplines that explores the
possibilities and challenges related to the dialogical self. As such,
the 9th International Conference on the Dialogical Self is open to
psychologists and scholars of other social sciences, linguistics and
arts.
FIELDS OF STUDY AND APPLICATION
Exploration of the dialogical self has a broad scope, including areas
as far-reaching as literary science, brain research, empirical
psychology and psychotherapy practice. It brings together different
fields of psychology, such as personality, developmental, social,
political, cultural and clinical psychology. Increasingly, researchers
use the theory to make meaning of the complexity of educational,
coaching and counseling practices. Across these diverse fields, the
concept of the dialogical self provides an interdisciplinary platform
for innovative research, theory and practice.
CENTRAL TOPICS OF INTEREST include, but are not limited to the following:
1.

self and identity

2.

culture and self

3.

globalization and glocalization

4.

socialpower and dominance

5.

self and emotions

6.

dialogue and linguistics

7.

reconstruction of self-narratives in psychotherapy

8.

dialogue and development

9.

dialogical teaching practices

GENERAL INFORMATION
ABOUT THE 9TH ICDS
Date:
September 7-10, 2016
Conference venue:
The John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin
Al. Racławickie 14
20-950 Lublin
Poland
Website:
www.dialogicalself-9.com
E-mail:
contact@dialogicalself-9.com

10. mental simulation
11. wisdom, maturity and health
12. multivoicedness and art

Language:
The official language of the 9 ICDS is English.
th

A SHORT HISTORY
 The First International Conference on the Dialogical Self - 2000, 23-26 June, Radboud University of Nijmegen, Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
 The Second International Conference on the Dialogical Self - 2002, 18-20 October, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium.
 The Third International Conference on the Dialogical Self – 2004, 26-29 August, Warsaw School of Social Psychology, Warsaw, Poland.
 The Fourth International Conference on the Dialogical Self – 2006, 1-3 June, University of Minho, Braga, Portugal.
 The Fifth International Conference on the Dialogical Self – 2008, 26-29 August, Queens College, Cambridge University, Cambridge, United Kingdom.
 The Sixth International Conference on the Dialogical Self – 2010, 30 September - 3 October, The President Hotel, Athens, Greece.
 The Seventh International Conference on the Dialogical Self – 2012, 25-28 October, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia, USA.
 The Eighth International Conference on the Dialogical Self – 2014, 19-22 August, The Hague University, The Hague, The Netherlands.
 The Ninth International Conference on the Dialogical Self – 2016, 7-10 September, John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Lublin, Poland.
 The Tenth International Conference on the Dialogical Self – 2018, ………….................................................................................................................. .
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Sept. 7

Society of mind as a scene
for internal interlocutors
and their relationships

Małgorzata Puchalska-Wasyl, dr.
The John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Poland

According to Hermans, the dialogical self is a dynamic
multiplicity of relatively autonomous I-positions. All the
interactions between I-positions within the self is what
we call internal dialogical activity. In this sense the
concept of internal dialogue is sometimes used. In my
opinion the concept of internal dialogical activity is
broader than internal dialogue. I treat the internal
dialogue as one of the three forms of internal dialogical
activity. The differentiation between these three forms of
dialogicality will be presented as a starting point for my
exploration of the phenomenon of internal dialogues.
In our dialogical self each I-position having one own
voice can take a part in our internal dialogue. Thus, each
I-position can be our internal interlocutor. The group of
potential internal interlocutors seems to be very
heterogeneous. Herewith I will present my research
conducted over recent years. It allowed me to identify the
main emotional types of internal interlocutors such as:
Proud Rival, Helpless Child, Faithful Friend and Ambivalent
Parent as well as their seven key functions. They are as
follows: support, substitution, exploration, bond, selfimprovement, insight and self-guiding. Additionally,
attention will be paid to question what types of
interlocutors are typical of integrative and confrontational
dialogues. Finally, some results of my studies will provide
an example how society of mind reflects our social
relationships.
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Sept. 8 The dialogical self

in the context of social power

Hubert Hermans, prof. dr.
International Society for Dialogical Science, the Netherlands

As participating in a society, the dialogical self is faced
with the challenge to express itself and communicate
with others in a context of social power. It would be a
misunderstanding to consider the self as an entity in itself
surrounded by a society in which social power is prevalent,
with a self that is free to organize itself in separation of
societal structures and institutions. No, social power
emanating from society is working inside the self and is
infiltrating its deepest regions. Power structures and
social institutions are creating possibilities and limitations
which require the self to give an answer that is more or
less adaptive, dependent on both the dialogical capacities
of the self and the dialogical opportunities and
constraints of the societal context.
Usually, the dialogical self is defined as a dynamic
multiplicity of I-positions in the landscape of the mind,
functioning in close connection with the I-positions of
other people. Between these I-positions dialogical
relationships can emerge, both within and between
selves, with the possibility of mutually influencing each
other. These dialogical relationships and productive
influences, however, can be seriously constrained by
social power. What is the answer of the dialogical self?
My intention is to focus not only on the content of the Ipositions in the self, but also and even primarily on their
organization. The challenging question is whether the self
is able to create space in itself broad and free enough to
create meanings in a situation in which the same self is
subjected to the limitations of social power. On the
assumption that one I-position is more dominant than
another one, what kind of hierarchy do we see in a
dialogical self as participating in social structures of
power?
Stimulated by this question, I want to give three examples
of selves located in fields of tension between dialogue
and power: (a) between different cultures; (b) between
different racial identities, and (c) between different
gender identities.
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Worlds within and without:
Thinking otherwise
about the dialogical self

Sept. 9

Mark Freeman, prof. dr.
College of the Holy Cross, United States

Contra those monological, ego-centric versions of self that
have come to be enshrined in much of contemporary
psychology, the dialogical self lives in a region of greater
multiplicity and heterogeneity, even a kind of internal
otherness, wrought by the chorus of voices seeking to be
heard. Valuable though dialogical self theory has been for
re-imagining the nature of selfhood, this presentation
suggests that we might craft a more explicitly “ex-centric”
theory of the self. Drawing on select strands of narrative
psychology as well on the work of Martin Buber, William
James, and Emmanuel Levinas, among others, it is further
suggested that such theory might explore the interface
between what have been termed spheres of temporality and
spheres of otherness. This perspective ought not be
construed as an effort to supplant dialogical self theory. On
the contrary, “thinking Otherwise” about selfhood in the
manner specified may be seen as a natural extension of
DST’s central principles.
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Dynamics of the self-structure

Sept.
10

Andrzej Nowak, prof. dr.
University of Humanities and Social Sciences, Poland
University of Warsaw, Poland
Florida Atlantic University, USA

Co-authors:
Robin Vallacher
Wieslaw Bartkowski
Self-relevant information needs to be coherent to perform
regulatory function. Incoming information concerning the
Self, however, is usually fragmentary, often contradictory.
Society of Self (Nowak et al 2000) presented a dynamical
model of integration processes based on self-organization
principles, which work in bottom-up fashion. We propose
that dynamics of the Self-Structure can operate in two
distinct modes. In the expression mode attention
concentrates on coherent areas of the Self-structure and the
Self-knowledge is used as guidance for control and for
action. In the integration mode attention is directed toward
incoherent areas of the Self. The function of this mode is to
increase the number and size of areas of coherent Selfknowledge. Situational demands for action and Selfpresentation activate the expression mode. We present a
computer simulation model and empirical data showing how
these two modes of the dynamics of Self Structure operate.
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Cultures, identity, agency, and the dialogical self

Sept. 9

Robert Fecho, Jennifer Clifton
Humans construct cultures and those cultures construct individuals’ identities within contexts that
remain in flux. We argue that although any of us may in any given context represent ourselves more
fully through the influence of one set of cultural experiences or practices, a range of other cultural
experiences and practices remain in dialogue with that context. We delve into the complexity of
cultures and identities and how people navigate multiple cultures and multiple I-positions. We then
ask what this all means for agency, particularly in schools.
We start with an exploration of how cultures, identities, and agency transact within the contexts of
uncertainty caused by wobble moments, and how those transactions lead to agency. Next, we profile
a transgendered youth who through internal and external dialogue came to understand his identity
as intersectional and leverage his I-positions in rhetorically savvy advocacy for himself and other
queer youth, and a teacher who through dialogue with stakeholders became an advocate for
un(der)documented students. Finally we engage a group discussion of the issues that these dialogues
and contexts of wobble raised to the surface.

X%
Invited Lecture

What have 50 years as a Jesuit
taught me about the dialogical self?

Sept. 8

Vincent Hevern
The Society of Jesus (Jesuits), a religious order in the Roman Catholic Church, was founded by the
Spanish-Basque nobleman-turned-mystic, Ignatius Loyola, in 1540, thrived in the Reformation and
Baroque eras, was suppressed in 1773 and restored in 1814, and, by 1966, comprised the single
largest order by membership in worldwide Catholicism. That same year, as an 18-year-old from New
York City, I entered the Jesuits as a novice in Poughkeepsie, NY. Over the subsequent fifty years, I
completed the processes of Jesuit formation, was ordained a priest (in 1976), finished a Ph.D. in
clinical psychology, and have worked successively as a clinician and professor for 33 years. My halfcentury as a Jesuit began with the end of the Second Vatican Council and has seen four Superiors
General and five popes including Francis, the first Jesuit pope in history. This era in the Catholic
Church witnessed the first reform of its liturgical rituals in 400 years with altars turned to face the
congregation and Latin banished from its services; broad controversies over ethical and theological
questions including birth control, sexual orientation, and the role of women in society and the
Church; the rise of both progressive voices such as Liberation theology and counter-conservative
entities such as Opus Dei and Comunione e Liberatione. Since the beginning of the 21st century
Catholicism has been shaken by revelations about the sexual abuse of minors and others by Catholic
clergy in multiple settings. In this same period, the membership of the Jesuit order fell from a
historical high of 36,000 to its current level of roughly 17,000, a decrease of 53%. At the same time,
in line with the Vatican Council’s call for a return to each religious order’s roots, the Jesuits embraced
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a revitalized and renewed appreciation of Ignatian spirituality and the dynamics of the Spiritual
Exercises crafted by its founder. From the perspective of Dialogical Self Theory, a multiplicity of Ipositions mirroring my personal, religious, and professional history have marked who I have been
and how I have lived across this half-century. These have included positions such as “I as student…as
psychologist…as teacher…as US citizen,” etc. In this lecture I draw upon the complicated events and
movements unfolding in both the Catholic Church and the Jesuit Order since my date of entrance. In
light of this history, I venture a kind of autoethnography of the position — “I as Jesuit” — as it has
developed across my life in the order. In doing so, I question the unitary nature of the voice
associated with such a position. Rather, I suggest that each I-position might be better understood as
an integrating but dynamic composite or nexus arising from and reflective of (a) formal social
relations, (b) interpretive communities of shared narrative histories, and (c) proximate physical
objects and environmental settings.

X%
Invited Lecture

Innovative moments in psychotherapy:
A dialogical research program

Sept. 10

Miguel M. Gonçalves
In this lecture I present the theoretical assumptions of the research program my team and I have
been developing in the last decade, and I summarize the main findings from different samples,
studies and research methods. From this studies one central finding systematically emerges: the
importance of reconceptualization innovative moments in successful psychotherapy cases. This type
of innovative moment contains two ingredients: a contrast between a past problematic facet of the
self and a new, more adjusted one (contrasting self); and a description of a process that allowed the
transformation from the past facet into the actual one (self-transformation process). Thus, this
complex innovative moment contains in itself three different positions: a past one, a present one, and
a metaposition. Recent research has shown that the emergence of the ingredients of
reconceptualization separately has less therapeutic power, than the combination of the two
ingredients in the reconceptualization innovative moment. Clinical implications of these finding will
be discussed.

X%
Invited Lecture

Existential meaning of dialogue in human communication

Sept.8

Dmitry Leontiev
Most dictionaries define dialogue in terms of successive exchange of replies. However it happens very
often that the formal exchange of replies may be monological. Exchanging replies is not enough; an
essential, rather than formal, definition of dialogue as a human phenomenon and a human condition
requires another view.
Dialogue is an exchange between subjects possessing inner worlds filled with contents to exchange,
who are aware of limitations of their views and incompleteness of their inner worlds, who seek some
truth or meaning but don't claim to possess it. Dialogue is based on mutual openness and readiness
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to change.
Growth may occur only in a dialogue, but the pursuit of safety excludes a genuine dialogue, risky as it
is, and makes growth impossible. Safety is a common reason for rejecting a dialogue. One prefers to
close oneself, to protect one's borders from any new experiences. The one who rejects a dialogue
claims to be the sole possessor of ultimate and final truth and meaning having no reason to know
anything else, to understand anything else and to develop at all. Dialogue is the only way out of the
postmodern trap of diverging values.

X%
Invited Lecture

Dialogical leadership. Moving across borders

Sept.9

Rens van Loon
In this lecture I take you on the journey of exploring the concept of Dialogical Leadership. Here, the
concept of the ‘dialogical self’ is applied to the domain of leadership. Leadership is important in our
own life. How to lead yourself through life, considered as a multitude of experiences, thoughts and
events? In DST terminology: how to get centered in a variety of different, often opposing I-positions?
Leadership also plays an important role in our daily life, work, communication and society. In a role
as leader we are relationally connected with other people in the organization and society. We switch
between the roles of leading and following, depending on the context. Sometimes we don’t switch,
although we should. When your capability to switch gets stuck, the dialogical self-approach might
help in a natural way to increase your flexibility. Dialogue applies to internal and external
perspectives
in
leadership.
Typically
leaders
act
by
having
conversations
(dialogue/discussion/instruction) with people around them. In the concept of Dialogical Leadership
external and internal dialogue are essential.
In the lecture I explore how Dialogical Self Theory and leadership might be linked. Based on a case
study I will show how core concepts of DST and DL serve as tools for intervention in a process of
leadership development and leadership coaching (Van Loon & Van den Berg, 2016). Our experience
in the professional world of leadership is that a theory-based relational approach to development
creates a robust method, enabling leaders to unravel the complex problems they face.
Core message of the lecture is that good leaders move across borders of their selves, their
organization, and their culture. This can be realized by creating space in the self through external and
internal dialogue.

X%
Invited Lecture

Giftedness and the Dialogical Self Theory

Sept.10

Franz J. Mönks
All children are born into a social world. From the very beginning all individuals have the basic
intention to survive. Survival, however, is dependent on communication and interaction. Positive
dialogical relationships, i.e. between self and culture, are crucial for the ongoing process of human
development. Development is here seen as a life-long process of change, as a process of
differentiation and integration.
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Neonates demonstrate already imitative behavior at the age of four to six weeks. These can be seen
as precursors of beginning relationships between self and culture. At the age of one human babies
are already serious interaction partners.
The intriguing question for a developmental psychologist, who focuses his/her research on
giftedness, is, weather dialogical relationships of gifted individuals are different? And if they are
different: in what way?
Describing this issue ample attention will be paid to Dabrowski’s prominent theory of high sensitivity
and more in particular to the theory of positive disintegration.
The elements of Dabrowski’s theory will be illustrated through a case study. Disintegration is
according to the theory of Dabrowski essential for personality development. It turns out that the
direction of development can be positive but also negative.

X%
Invited Lecture

'I-positions' versus 'the Unconscious'

Sept.9

John Rowan
For many years it was thought that 'the Unconscious' was a necessary concept in psychotherapy. But
in fact it is more correct, and more elegant, to use the concept of I-positions. No longer do we have
to struggle with the messy and ill-defined notion of the Unconscious - the notion of I-positions
completely takes its place. I have argued this at length in my book 'Personification' (2010), and more
recently in my new book 'The Reality Game (3rd edition), which came out this year. The point is that
the increased precision and validity of the concept of an I-position, which can be researched and
understood much more readily, gives us something which makes the work of the psychotherapist
much clearer and easier, and offers to the researcher something more usable and well-defined. In this
talk I bring these ideas up to date and give examples of how the work changes when we use the
concept of an I-position.

X%
Invited Lecture

Sarbin’s way and Dialogical Self Theory: A comparative analysis

Sept.9

Karl E. Scheibe, Frank J. Barrett
Theodore Sarbin’s published work as a psychologist spanned a 70-year period. He was known as Mr.
Role Theory, for his advocacy of a role-theoretical perspective in social psychology, following upon
the seminal work of G.H. Mead. His published work addressed such major issues as conceptions of
hypnosis, the efficacy of clinical prediction, and the futility of using a medical model for so-called
mental illnesses. In the later stages of his career, he focused on metaphor-to-myth transformations
in psychological theory, on the appropriateness of contextualism as a world view for psychology, and
on narrative as providing the best methodological framework for psychological inquiry.
Sarbin was entirely supportive of the development of dialogical self-theory by Hermans and
colleagues in the last 30 years. Even so no careful comparative work on these two approaches has
been conducted. Recently, the authors of this presentation have completed a book on Sarbin’s life
and work and are in a position to provide a comparative examination of the major points of similarity
and contrast between Sarbin’s work and dialogical self-theory.
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X%
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The experience of the other and the premise of the care for self

Sept. 10

Barbara Schellhammer
Several European countries are confronted with large numbers of refugees who bring multiple
challenges for politics, the society and individuals. This experience casts people in inner turmoil
which results in different ways of dealing with otherness: From welcoming people to retreat and
open hostility. The reactions we observe are reflections of what people experience inside, many feel
torn between openness and protecting their identity. Both poles of this tense relationship are
endangered to fall into their extremes which results in radical reactions and conflict that presently
threatens the future of Europe.
I would like to make two arguments: (1) that the ability of a person to deal with the unknown other
rests on the ability to dialogue with the “unknown other in self”, it rests on what Michel Foucault
called "care for the self" - this is often overlooked in current discussions. (2) that the DST gives us a
helpful theoretical base or framework in which this process of cultivating the self could be nurtured.
Our societal "web of meaning" is interwoven with our personal "web of meaning". Both have to be
taken care of to be strong enough to serve as a refuge for people in need.

X%
Invited Lecture

The doppelgänger in digital culture: The image in dialogue

Sept.8

Alia Soliman
Digital culture mediums such as social media and digital photography have enabled a surge in
doppelgänger trends, namely a manifestation and a proliferation of the culture of the mirrored-self.
In this paper, I investigate the meaning and impact of such trends, how they relate and interact with
the Dialogical self Theory, and what the digital revolution signifies to the doppelgänger apparition in
terms of constitution and significance.
The major change that occurred to the doppelgänger figure is a change from one that halts dialogue
through the death of the self, as in classical renditions such as William Wilson, to one that spurns
communication. In contemporary culture, digital doppelgänger trends celebrate the power of
storytelling. A meeting between two copy images, be it between self and self, as in the case of
Cornelia Hediger’s photographic campaign ”Doppelganger”, in which a woman confronts her alter
egos, or self and other, as in the case of individuals who have sought and found their lookalikes, such
as British journalist Sophie Robehmed and Irish Niamh Geaney, engenders a flowing inner dialogue
with other sides of the self as well as an outer one with society.
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MORAL AND SPIRITUAL GUIDANCE IN LIQUID TIMES

Sept. 7

Convener: Hans Alma
As Zygmunt Bauman argues, we live in 'liquid modernity'. As people, information, ideas, weapons etc.
are 'on the move', the meaning of boundaries changes. This is not only the case for boundaries
between nation states, but also for boundaries between worldviews and religions. People have to
find new ways for their moral and existential orientation. We witness an age of uncertainty and
Bauman warns for a loss of sensitivity or 'moral blindness'. In crisis situations, as for example terror
attacks or societal tensions caused by migration, people ask for moral and spiritual leadership and
are inclined to vote for 'strong leaders'. Is there a way to resist the easy solutions these leaders seem
to offer, and to engage constructively with the complexity, vulnerability and demands of our times?
How can we strengthen democratic societies by e.g. education, moral deliberation, transformative
dialogue? In our symposium, we address the issue of moral and spiritual guidance in liquid times
from the perspective of Dialogical Self Theory. DST understands dialogue not as a conflict free area
of polite exchange, but as a 'travel into uncertainty' where the participants to the dialogue are
willing not only to exchange but also to change their own ideas. We will discuss the potential of DST
when it comes to developing moral and spiritual guidance that enriches democracy.

On the move: Crossing boundaries
Ina ter Avest
Crossing boundaries, literally, appears to be a moving experience. On the move from one country to
another brings about changes in positionality, regarding familiar persons as well as familiar ideas
and convictions. The outward journey from the place of birth to a new country – the place to be - is
accompanied by encounters with other people, each one of them living and thinking in his or her
own way. What is characteristic for the encounter with “the other” is not “sameness” but “difference.”
The encounter with “difference” is a “disruptive moment” (DM; ter Avest 2014), an invitation to an
inward journey. An invitation you cannot refuse. This is the case for refugees, for expats, for adopted
children, and for tourists – be it in different ways.
In this contribution to the symposium, we present the narratives of four persons, principals of primary
schools, reflecting on their way of crossing the borders of the Netherlands and the impact of the
encounter with differences on their personal and professional life. The focus is on the impact of
“being on the move” on their ideas regarding “moral and spiritual guidance,” and its relation to
worldview education. In these principals’ professional identity development, in their multi-voiced
self, disruptive moments (cf. innovative moments, IM; Gonçalves & Ribeiro, 2012, p. 303) facilitate
crossing the boundaries of existing I-positions, resulting in the creation of new I-positions in their
biographical narrative, subsequently contributing to their position as innovators of moral and
spiritual guidance included in worldview education in the Netherlands.
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Crossing borders
Jutta König
Crossing borders in liquid times (Bauman), people are on the move and find themselves living in a
VUCA world, a world of Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity, and Ambiguity. Not only migrants deal
with this volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity in their daily lives as they live in the
liminal space between different cultural contexts, but – as the pace of change increases –
substantially more and more individuals are confronted with a VUCA world.
My research (König, 2012) shows that dialogues between personal cultural positions in safe spaces
increase well-being in migrants and that, by exploring the emotional component of personal cultural
positions, their power relationships become apparent. These are often related to dominant discourses
in society. By becoming aware of how these voices manifest themselves in the personal position
repertoire, migrants are empowered to develop counter-narrative strategies to influence their
personal environments. These strategies reach beyond the limits of our current political systems as
individuals become empowered change agents in society.
In my presentation, I will explore how different dialogical techniques may be employed to learn to
swim in the liquidity of the VUCA world.

Teachers' professional identity development as dialogical process
Kara Vloet
Symposium speech abstract: How do teachers develop their professional identity (TPI) in the context
of a master course in special educational needs and career development of students? Combining
Hermans's valuation theory (VT) and the dialogical self theory (DST) with Kelchtermans's (1994,
2009) concept of teachers' professional self-understanding, this study sought answers to the
following questions: What is the TPI and how is it composed? How do teachers develop their TPI as a
story and in what way is it manifested? Using Hermans's self-confrontation method (SCM), twenty
teachers investigated their meaningful experiences from their practice and life three times. Three
major themes were found in their stories by means of narrative analysis: (1) teachers as students’
coach: between care and empowerment; (2) teachers in their schools: between agency and
acknowledgement; (3) teachers in their life and career: between life-theme and society. Teachers
develop their professional identity in a narrative and dialogical way in which they are morally,
emotionally, relationally, and contextually positioned. The study shows how teachers develop their
professional identity by dialogue as a “journey into uncertainty”: to exchange and change their ideas
about SEN students' guidance.

Uncertainty and truth seeking
Hans Alma
The strength of the DST is its concern for the growing uncertainties that globalization processes
involve. Experiences of existential uncertainty and anxiety can lead to a reaffirmation of threatened
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self-identities, through processes of localization and thrust toward bonding. The processes to which
these notions refer may hinder the dynamics of positioning and counter-positioning, reducing
dialogical relationships to mono-logical ones. This is especially the risk facing bonds which are
strongly injected with value and truth, as is often the case with nationalism and religion. Bonded
relations are closely related to emotions and may result in hot conflict. DST doesn't offer easy
solutions in terms of creating harmony or integration. Rather it sees dialogue as a journey into
uncertainty. In this paper, I will relate moral and spiritual guidance to this 'journey into uncertainty':
how can we speak of guidance without entering the domain of bonding? What can guide us in a
journey into uncertainty and how is it related to the search for truth? It will be argued that truth
seeking can be thought of in dialogical and democratic ways, even in an age of uncertainty.
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MULTI-VOICED POSITIONING IN THE DIALOGICAL SELF:
SOME NEW APPROACHES IN THEORY AND RESEARCH

Sept. 9

Convener: Marie-Cécile Bertau

Co-positioning: The way dialogical selves create a community We
Marie-Cécile Bertau, Mia Klee
We introduce “co-positioning” as a phenomenon of verbal interaction with psychological impact on
the dialogical self's organization in terms of a community of voices. The general aim is to understand
how a “transpersonal voice” (Bertau, 2014) is developed by several persons within a community. Copositioning links to narrative studies (Bamberg & Georgakopoulos, 2008) and socio-psychological
studies (Grossen & Salazar Orvig, 2011) assuming a mid-level (transpersonal level) between the
individual (personal) and the larger social (interpersonal) level of language activities and self
formations. At the transpersonal level a subject can be conceived as unique, but also concretely
involved in interpersonal relationships, and symbolically related to broader communities. Any self
must connect to the social construction of her community while simultaneously constructing herself
as an identifiable member of that community. The practices occurring in this relating and
constructing are thus important to observe. The venues for these constructions are verbal forms in
terms of voices and positions. The presentation introduces co-positioning first in theoretical terms,
supplying then some empirical instances within small interactive groups.

Dynamics of voices and positions in significant self change
Marie-Cécile Bertau
The developmental transition of teenagers following a telos rejected by surrounding persons,
communities and national publicness result in my opinion in a particularly intense change in the
self's dynamics. I view following such a telos is a reply to a specific socio-cultural self situation asking
for a counter-positioning towards the socio-culturally assigned developmental task with its accepted
telos. This re-orientation has itself radical effects on a social and psychological plane, which must be
negotiated by the self through different forms of internal (psychological) and external (social)
dialogues with others belonging to the worlds between which the self is transiting. The form these
negotiations develop may lead to a deeper detachment from the community of origin in terms of a
complete rejection, this can lead to leave the place of rejection. As self and language are intricately
linked (Humboldt 1999, Shotter, 1993), significant self processes such as transitions aiming at an
unaccepted telos are particularly expected to be shaped by and manifested in the language
performances of the transiting self. I hypothesize that a rejected developmental telos leads to an
acute self change, intense self-other-negotiations, possibly resulting in a radical leaving. These
dynamics are accessible through language performances.

Plenary discussion
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THE DIALOGICAL SELF AND IDENTITY

Sept. 8

Convener: Anna Batory
The dialogical basis of the self is shaped in internal and external dialogues, which take place in the
context of different life activities (e.g., everyday conversations, social interactions in the educational
context). The symposium is focused on the dialogical construction of self and identity, in which
cognitive, affective, and social processes intertwine.

The elaboration of the multi-vocal self in the educational context
Luca Tateo, Giuseppina Marsico
The contribution presents the theoretical construct of “educational self”: the specific dimension of
the self elaborated in the context of the person’s educational trajectory. The educational self is
constructed and elaborated through the complementary processes of the internalization of adult
voices in the course of educational experiences and of the externalization or production of signs and
conducts when the person is involved in educational activities. The emergence and elaboration of the
educational self are basically dialogical processes, taking place during the social interactions in the
educational context, involving cognitive, affective, representational, and practical dimensions
intertwined day by day during school life.

Internal dialogue as a mechanism of identity (re)construction
Anna Batory
Identity is shaped by its motivational basis (Vignoles et al., 2006) as well as by the phenomenon of
external and internal dialogue (Hermans, 2003; van Halen & Janssen, 2004). The longitudinal study
(N = 70, aged 19-29, M = 22.25, SD = 2.56) was conducted to examine both motivational and
dialogical basis of identity dynamics. Identity changeability was analyzed on two levels: identity
content and its structure (cognitive, effective, and behavioral dimensions). Of the 70 participants, 32
made changes to their identity contents after two months (by excluding and/or reformulating at least
one aspect of identity). In comparison to people who made no changes to their self-description, they
were characterized by a slightly higher level of ruminative dialogues (the result was close to the
level of significance). The analysis on the level of subjective identity structure showed that the more
dialogical a particular identity element was, the greater was the perceived centrality of this element
and the more it was manifested in everyday behavior. The theoretical and practical implications of
these results will be discussed.
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Mental disorders in the 20th century and 21st centuries as cultural
phenomena and as indicators of changes in identity and self structure. The
dialogical self theory perspective and the cultural studies approach
Maria Stróżak
The paper focuses on the problem of identity and self structure in the context of cultural changes
during the 20th century as they are defined by contemporary anthropology. The aim of the
presentation is to show the evolution of attitudes towards the self according to anthropological
theories concerning identity (M. Mead, A. Giddens, Z. Bauman, R. Braidotti), and to show how it
resulted in changing definitions of mental health and disorders. The study is based on two
perspectives: anthropological analysis of mental disorders as cultural phenomena (M. Foucault) and
the dialogical self theory (Hermans and colleagues) accompanied by some reflection from
psychotherapeutic literature (N. McWilliams) and practice. They are used to examine the changes
towards different aspects of the self during the 20th century, their roots in culture, and their
influence on the way mental health is defined. It turns out that contemporary culture prefers
complex, diverse, changing self (nomadic subjects, according to R. Braidotti). In the presentation the
influence of such self structure on accommodation and on mental health is discussed.
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ENGAGEMENT IN EDUCATION:
SPACE FOR CONCEPTUAL DIALOGUE AND INNOVATION

Sept. 8

Convener: Dany Boulanger
Dialogic Self Theory (DST) is, for a large part, conceptualized with respect to the metaphor of space
that posits the dialogic self (DS) in and at the midst of many flexible zones. Yet, the engagement –
relating with the world, with others--implies the crossing of boundaries in and through many
contexts and domains as a way to evolve and learn. In the educational context, the question of where
does the engagement of the different actors takes place is of central importance, since the voices
heard are largely the ones of the experts and leaders (Fecho). Therefore, the gap is enlarging
between school and community, and thus compromising family (Rajala). To provide intellectual tools
to express a more dynamic conception of engagement. the participants on this symposium will use
DST to show how the engagement of different actors (child, parent, teachers) plays out when the
‘’positioning zone of tension’’ is situated in school (Rajala), in the community (Fecho), and at the
periphery or boundary of school and community (Hviid) in a critical (Fecho) and fuzzy zone entailing
the formal and informal engagement of the abject (Boulanger) and his development (Boulanger
&Valsiner). The participants shared a common ground (DST), yet localize engagement ‘’in’’ different
places and conceive the concept of boundary and the issue of continuity/discontinuity through
different lenses. These conditions will permit, through dialogue, to identify some conceptual avenues
for ‘’inter-spatial’’ engagement. The symposium aims at sustaining a space of dialogue and
theoretical innovation by the engagement of its participants—that is, the ''official'' presenters—with
the audience.

Movement between vague positions
in the transitional field of parental engagement
Dany Boulanger
A core idea promoted by the dialogic self theory (DST) is that the self evolves through multiple
movements of positioning in a discontinuous and transitional fields in the context of globalisation.
But, in human and social sciences as well as in education, the dominant tendency is still to reduce
and negate the discontinuous and vague space by doing ‘‘as if’’ this space is continuous. It is the case
when parental engagement is reduced to what happen in school in a formal way. The sociocultural
process of boundary demarcation and maintenance implies a static and artificial conception of space.
Some potential zones of engagement are render invisible, as exception equals deviation.
Yet Hermans partly shares with some philosophers (c.f., Scheffler, 1979) the idea that uncertainty and
ambiguity are a psychosocial necessity. In this logic, exception is the expression of the open and
vague nature of space (Waisman, 1945). What seems clear at a specific moment could appears as
vague at a next one. Waismann (1945) and Scheffler (1979) explained how a vague case could be
‘’resolved’’ in one domain, yet remaining problematic in another. Referring to the concept of ‘’abject,
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Hermans mentions that a same person can be considered as a friend in one domain and as an enemy
in another and move from one position to the other one. Considering the area between the friend
position and the enemy position of the same person as a vague space entailing innovation, I
conceptualise the ‘‘transitional field of the abject’’ as dynamic. In these conditions, how can parents
move from a clear position of formal engagement to a possible position of informal engagement (an
exception as a possibility, but not a deviation)? Referring to the analysis of the discourse of teachers
participating to a partnership program I will show how this movement happens by the switching of
the positions in the extent zone of school.

Children’s engagements and crossing of boundaries between school
and home - a case of being caught up in crossfire
Pernille Hviid
Danish schools do, as schools in most of the world, emphasize the collaboration between teachers
and parents to promote children’s achievements and school performance. The rationale behind this
idea seems obvious, yet the practice poses challenges. In this presentation the empirical object is one
boys life and development crossing the daily contextual boundaries between home, school and
leisure time center.
A cultural life course perspective will be applied in the analysis. This perspective brings the
phenomenon of meaning-making of the cultural life course the center of the analysis. It focuses on
how human beings make sense of their environment and acts according to this meaning-making in a,
to him or her, meaningful way, thus co-creating his or her future in some directions rather than other.
Such psychological processes does not conform to contextual boundaries. The analysis will
demonstrate, how involved subjects in the child’s life; parents, teachers, pedagogues – contrary to
their intention to collaborate - create “borders” rather than “bridges” in their interaction, which
leaves the child in a kind of crossfire, and it suggest an educational shift in attention from children’s
learning capacities to children’s learning willingness.

Negotiating identities through boundary crossing in classroom interactions
Antti Rajala
Recent social, economic, and technological developments are widening the gap between schools and
the surrounding societies to the extent that these developments challenge the foundations of public
education. Reflecting these developments, recently a rapidly growing number of pedagogical
approaches have been designed, enacted, and researched to create continuity in learning across
school and out-of-school contexts (Bronkhorst & Akkerman, forthcoming; Rajala et al., 2016).
However, when students bring aspects of their lives to classroom, tensions can arise between the
social identities associated with their various spheres of experience (Grossen, Zittoun, & Ros, 2012).
This study aims to shed light on the identity negotiations involved in moments of social interactions
of a third-grade class in which the boundary between school and students’ lives outside of school is
discursively crossed. In particular, the study focuses on the negotiation of multiple I-positions during
these moments and the opportunities for engagement that these negotiations provide (Ligorio, 2010;
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Arvaja, 2015; Hermans, 1996). The study conceptualizes resistance as a potentially productive form
of engagement that problematizes the negative connotation associated with resistance as something
disruptive and related to behavioral problems (Litowitz, 1997). Through being recognized as
potentially productive engagement, student resistance can become a generative force that helps
students to avoid becoming passive and uninterested (McFarland, 2001; Rainio, 2008). The data were
collected in a culturally and socioeconomically heterogeneous classroom with 18 third graders, aged
9 to 10 years, and their teacher (one of the authors) in the metropolitan area of Helsinki. The data are
from a semester-long (4 months) project on forest. The teacher’s pedagogical thinking had been
influenced by a dialogical approach, which he applied in his classroom to provide students with
better opportunities to communicate and collaborate. The data were analyzed with interaction
analysis of the participants' talk-in-interaction and significant nonverbal actions (Jordan &
Henderson, 1995).

Dialogical transactions for engaged school and parent participation
Robert Fecho, Judith Lysaker
Educator John Dewey indicated that the public is apt to look at school on a one-to-one basis between
teacher and pupil or teacher and parent. However he later declared that “what the best and wisest
parent wants for his own child, that must the community want for all its children.” Educators still
grapple with the relationship between schools and communities in ways that often create artificial
separations between them, defining and enacting them as distinct, potentially conflicting entities,
rather than part of a larger societal whole. In particular, parent engagement in substantive school
decisions are often overtly or tacitly discouraged by administrators and policymakers. We argue that
relationships between schools and communities should be transactional spaces where dialogue
across stakeholders is generated, multiple perspectives on issues are evoked, and the simultaneous
realization of multiplicity and unity prevails. We use the literary theories of Louise Rosenblatt and
Mikhail Bakhtin, and social psychological theories of Hubert Hermans to outline a framework for how
schools and parents might engage in a dialogical and transactional process that encourages mutual
engagement.

Hermans’ parachute experience and its application to a grandmother’s
childhood experience of wandering in her community’s open space between
home and school
Dany Boulanger, Jaan Valsiner
In many electronic messages, Hermans, referring to his own experience of “flying,” used the
metaphor of the parachute to represent the concept of dialogical self (DS). While flying is a frequent
fantasy, in this case, Hermans experienced it for real. Yet, the idea that the DS moves more or less
freely in the air —that is, in a flexible empty space open to innovation and evolving in irreversible
time—could yield positive results. In this logic, referring to an empty space (hole), we could expand
the complex of ‘’repertory of the self’’ that Hermans conceptualizes with respect to tick points
representing positions. Yet, what happens “in the air,” in-between positions, in irreversible time?
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Using the complex of open texture borrowed from philosophy (Shapiro, 2006), we will reflect on this
question in relation to the case of a grandmother’s narration about her childhood experience of
wandering “somewhere” and “nowhere”—at the same time, in a transitional field—in her
community’s fuzzy (empty and open) spaces when she went to school.
Should we ‘’label’’ her present (engaged) in school or absent (non-engaged)? How to ‘’label’’ her
empty (from the point of view of school agents) community engagement by means of wandering?
She did this to distract herself, yet as a way of evolving through specific spatiotemporal (in
irreversible time) experiences.
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VALUES, DEVELOPMENT AND THE DIALOGICAL SELF: A
CULTURAL PSYCHOLOGY APPROACH

Sept. 7

Convener: Angela Branco
The aim of this symposium is to present and discuss some theoretical ideas concerning the relations
between cultural contexts, personal values, and the development of the dialogical self. Adopting a
semiotic-cultural perspective, the presenters will elaborate on diverse aspects of such relations.
Branco will approach conceptual and theoretical issues highlighting the role of motivation and
affectivity in the coconstruction of hypergeneralized signs that guide the development of the
dialogical self-system. She will argue that such signs (values) are deeply impregnated with affectivity
and constitutes the basis upon which complex semiotic processes contribute to the ontogenesis and
development of the dialogical self-system. Roncancio-Moreno will present and discuss empirical data
that demonstrate the power of tensions between relevant affective-semiotic fields in the life
transitions of three children moving from kindergarten to the first grade, as she analyzes the way
children coconstruct new meanings about themselves, creating new I/self-positionings in the course
of development. Marsico and Tateo will introduce the concept of the “educational self” as they
analyze and discuss internalization/externalization processes occurring in schools and the way
teachers’ feedbacks and expectations create windows of possibilities and constraints to students’
self-development. As a discussant, Valsiner will take the analysis of these issues even further.

Cultural psychology of values
and the development of the dialogical-self system
Angela Branco
In this symposium, I will present some theoretical elaborations concerning the development of the
dialogical self taking into account the role of affectivity and motivation from a semiotic and
coconstructive cultural perspective. My arguments are built upon the necessity of investigating and
analyzing the issue of values as a key hypergeneralized sign that guides the development of the
dialogical self-system across its interactions with specific cultural contexts, at micro-, meso-, and
macro- levels, along the individual’s life span. I will address the topic of ontogenesis of both values
and individual’s I/self-positionings along irreversible time. First, I will present and discuss some of
the major principles and processes that cultural psychology identified in its theoretical efforts vis-àvis empirical findings regarding human development. Then, I will give my arguments concerning the
emergence and ontogenesis of human values at individual and collective stances, stressing their
fundamental power as specific affective-semiotic hypergeneralized fields coconstructed along the
past-to-present-to-future time dimension. My goal, therefore, is to elaborate on the dynamics and
role of a class of motivational constructs proposed by a semiotic-cultural psychological perspective,
particularly stressing the centrality of the affective dimension of human development. According to
this approach, the affective dimension constitutes the basis upon which complex semiotic processes
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contribute to the ontogenesis and development of the dialogical self-system as it develops its
singular configuration through permanent and reciprocal coconstructive mechanisms between the
person and the collective culture. I will particularly highlight the role of anticipation of the future in
promoting developmental processes and discuss how values function as the psychological tool that
moves the individual in the present towards the uncertainty of the future.

Dialogical self-development, human values,
and the construction of children’s trajectories
Monica Roncancio-Moreno
The research I will present in this symposium took place at the intersection between cultural
psychology and the dialogical self theory. This study was conducted in two public schools in Brazil.
Each of the three case studies analyzed represent a specific developmental trajectory in the
institutional transition from kindergarten to elementary school. Gisele, Taís, and Anderson
constructed their life experiences from three different standpoints and creatively developed
strategies and specific I/self-positionings to deal with the challenges the world presented to them. In
this paper, I will analyze some of the changes in their dialogical self-system that took place in a
dynamic tension between their different I/self-positionings over a year. In all three cases, we
observed ambivalences and tensions that feedforward the coconstruction of I/self-positionings and
the emergence of values. Taking into account the findings of the study, we conclude that the
construct of the “dialogic self-system” does allow us to take into consideration the complexity and
dynamics of the subject’s development, recognizing the role of significant social others and signs in
facilitating changes and the renewal of self-meanings by each child. During the institutional
transition period—possibly in any transition process—the dialogical self-system is in permanent
transformation. Especially in children, it changes dynamically through the action of different sign
systems that mediate and regulate the relationship of the subject with the new environment. In sum,
the research demonstrates that from an early age of five to six years, children create strategies and
possibilities for their own development. Therefore, children were able not only cope with the
challenge of adaptation to a new educational level, but also to create new meanings about
themselves as individuals active in the construction of their own developmental trajectories.

The self at the window (of possibilities)
Giuseppina Marsico, Luca Tateo
The contribution introduces the theoretical construct called “educational self,” which is the specific
dimension of the self elaborated in the context of the person’s educational life. The educational self
is constructed and elaborated through the complementary processes of the internalization of adult
voices in the course of educational experiences, and of the externalization, or production, of signs
and conducts when the person is involved in educational activities. Internalization and
externalization play both self-regulative and expressive functions. On the one hand, the pupil or
student has to actively negotiate the different definition of the self provided by the adults. Teachers’
and parents’ assessment of school performance easily becomes the assessment of the person (e.g.,
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from a bad/good performance to a bad/good student). On the other hand, teacher’s intervention is
made with an imagined child in mind. Adults look beyond the actual child, towards a value-laden
desirable future state. They provide a window of value-guided possibilities framing the educational
intervention and the “possible selves” of the child. So, adults’ discourse is not only about what the
student is like, but also about who the student must (shall, ought) become as well as who he or she
must not (should not, cannot) become. Values in the educational context also suggest a window of
possibilities and constraints for the student’s externalization, promoting or inhibiting the voicing of
the child’s experienced self. In other words, the construct of the “educational self” can account both
for the value-guided internalization of the possible future selves and the for the value-guided
actualization of the students’ existing selves.
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COMPLEX SELF-STRUCTURE AND DIVERSITY OF SELFEVALUATION: A DIALOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

Sept. 7

Convener: Elwira Brygoła
The symposium concerns the question of the complex structure of the self-system and different
perspectives of self-evaluation as symptoms of inner dialogical activity. People look at themselves
and evaluate themselves in terms of diverse criteria, areas of functioning, time perspectives, social
roles, identity contents, and many others. This variety of looks makes it necessary to integrate and
unite them into a whole: a self-system. What is the role of dialogical activity in these processes and
is this activity necessary? The research, theoretical reflection, and discussion will serve to answer
these questions.

Continuing controversies about self-complexity: Conclusions from research
Aleksandra Pilarska
Linville’s social-cognitive model of self-complexity (1985, 1987), which defines self-complexity in
terms of the number and diversity of self-aspects, is one of the most widely studied and cited models
of self-structure. The model advocates the view that a self comprised of many distinct self-aspects
(i.e., high self-complexity) is preferable, because it acts to buffer swings in self-appraisal and thereby
helps the individual to maintain global self-evaluations.
Notwithstanding the stream of research spanning three decades, the evidence in favor of Linville’s
theory has remained equivocal. Three basic issues that are at the heart of controversies over selfcomplexity are raised and addressed in this paper: (1) Is there a reliable and valid measure of selfcomplexity?, (2) Does self-complexity have a positive or negative effect on well-being indicators?,
and (3) Is the effect of self-complexity direct and unconditional?.
The paper is a review and synthesis of the findings from studies carried out in the Department of
Personality Psychology at Adam Mickiewicz University, sharing a common focus on the validity of
operationalization and adaptive value of structural aspects of the self-concept.

Perceived self-improvements in temporal comparison
Joanna Gutral, Marzena Cypryańska, Adrian Morawiak, Monika Cejmer, John B. Nezlek
Within the context of research on temporal self-appraisal (Wilson & Ross, 2001) we examined
perceived self-improvements in temporal comparison. In the first study, the participants (N = 48, aged
17-18) rated themselves on positive and negative traits as they were now, as they had been 3 years
before, and as they would be in 3 years. The participants reported that they were better now than
they had been in the past, and they predicted they would be even better in the future. In the second
study, the participants (N = 313, aged 18-59) rated themselves (or their acquaintances) on five
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personality traits (using the Ten-Item Personality Inventory) at present, 10 years before, and in 10
years’ time. We found that the participants perceived improvements in themselves from the past to
the present, and they expected to continue to improve in the future. Such differences did not occur in
the perception of others. These results suggest that people evaluate their past and future selves in a
manner that allows them to feel good about themselves in the present. The results are interpreted
and discussed in terms of the dialogical self theory.

Dynamical aspects of self-evaluation and self-structure
John B. Nezlek, David Newman
The sense of self can be conceptualized in terms of two dimensions: self-evaluation and self
structure, and often, these are conceptualized as stable traits or dispositions. Nevertheless, a wellestablished body of research indicates that these aspects of the self are not truly stable – they
fluctuate meaningfully across time and situations. This presentation concerns the results of a study in
which we examined such fluctuations. Each day for two weeks, participants provided measures of
self-esteem and self concept clarity, and they described the events that happened to them each day.
Self-esteem and self-concept clarity varied meaningfully within persons as well as between persons.
Although self-esteem and self-concept clarity were positively related at the within-person level, they
covaried in different ways with daily events. Self-esteem increased when people experienced positive
events and decreased when they experienced negative events. In contrast, self-concept clarity
decreased when people experienced negative events but it was unchanged by positive events. I
discuss the implications for our understanding of the self of these results and the results of other
similar studies.

Complex identity means dialogical identity – or not always?
Elwira Brygoła
Identity as a complex whole is dynamic and contains many elements that are subjectively important
to defining and experiencing oneself. These diverse contents (and, as a result, the diverse needs,
goals, motives, and values) can be complementary, opposite, or separated. The inner dialogue arises
mainly when the identity contents are opposite, but not only then. Dialogical identity is also a way to
integrate varied elements that are complementary and, as a result, there emerges an enriched
identity that is not only internally differentiated but also integrated. But what happens when the
inner dialogicality is not strong? Identity is still present; it can even be complex but there may be a
problem with integration that – according to many studies (Campbell & Sedikides, 1999; Pilarska,
2012; Batory, Brygoła, & Oleś, 2016) – is the main formal characteristic or one of the main formal
characteristics of identity structure and self-structure. This issue will be presented and discussed.
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DIALOGICALITY IN PROMOTION OF PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Sept. 8

Conveners:
Elżbieta Chmielnicka-Kuter, Renata Żurawska-Żyła
Innovative potential of exchange between voices representing complexity and internal dynamic of
the self is deeply discussed on the ground of the dialogical self theory (DST). Ideas similar to those
crystallized in DST are present in other theories in discreet or dispersed way. Both DST and these
other approaches, like object relation theories, psychodrama, systemic and narrative theories (among
others), developed specific understandings and tools applied in the domain of psychological practice
– psychotherapy, counseling, and psychoeducation. They emphasize different kinds of voices –
universal versus unique, belonging to the person versus belonging to collective and conscious versus
unconscious, that contribute to personal and group narratives and identities. But what is common in
these approaches is the practice of including these different voices – both on the side on
client/patient and on the side of counselor/therapist – to the (dialogical) process of exploration of
difficulties/challenges and achieving developmental change. In this symposium we would like to
meet together some of the above mentioned approaches to see the multiplicity of ways they promote
human development.

Dialogical aspects of psychodrama psychotherapy
Krzysztof Mariusz Ciepliński
During the presentation the dialogical elements of psychodrama will be shown and discussed. Jacob
Levy Moreno – the founder of psychodrama – recognized the categories of “creativity” and
“encounter” as central parts of his method (Alhanen, 2016). One of the main tasks of psychodrama
therapists is to stimulate or encourage patients’ spontaneity and support their creative performance
on stage (Ciepliński, 2014). In this process, using psychodrama techniques (such as mirroring,
doubling, role reversal, etc.), the therapist is able to offer the client a unique dialogical situation
(Verhofstadt-Denève, 2004). Dialogue can take place between real psychodrama partners
(therapist/director – patient/client – other group members) and the patient’s/client’s inner “voices,”
which could be externalized on stage. These previously hidden elements can start to be or remain
visible and “active” for the protagonist, as sides of his/her own “meaningful exchange.” The PD
director – using their professional resources to provoke (e.g., by asking), indicate, and comment on
the patient’s/client’s acting – participate in the process of building a new system of the protagonist’s
references and, consequently, his/her new self-understanding. At the time of this “therapeutic
encounter” the protagonist can co-create and, finally, re-create their own former experiences. In this
context, some authors consider the dialogue between the psychodrama leader and client (in or
without the context of the group) as the most important source of the client’s/patient’s change
(Schaller, 2016).
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Dialogical Dilemma Solution technique
Anna Gabińska, Hubert Suszek, Wiktoria Jankowska
The aim of the paper is to present the Dialogical Dilemma Solution technique (Gabińska & Zalewski,
2012; Gabińska, Zalewski & Suszek, 2013) - a psychological method based on Dialogical Self Theory
and the principles of working with subpersonalities, which aims to support the decision making
processes. In the DDS technique problems are operationalized as intrapersonal decisional struggles –
a dilemmas between different self-aspects, each having its origin in a relationships with a particular
person significant for the individual. Apart from presenting the DDS technique and describing the
practical aspect of the method, the paper will also give an account of positive outcomes of two
experimental studies that were conducted so far, both examining the effectiveness of the DDS
technique. The first study was conducted in a quasi-experimental design with repeated
measurements on one research group (N= 15) to which the DDS technique was applied during an one
hour long sessions with the psychologist. In the second study - a randomized controlled trial
experiment with 76 participants, performed through Internet - the effectiveness of DDS technique
was compared with a standard CBT technique.

Dialogicality among team members
Peter Zomer
For an effective cooperation, teams profit from dialogicality, i.e. an equal distribution of
conversational turn-taking and a high quality of listening to and appreciating the contributions of
team members. In my work with teams, I have investigated aspects of dialogicality. I will show with
small cases taken from my experience, how concepts of DST are applicable on teams. More
specifically, I take multivoicedness and I-positions as a lens. I explore how the dialogicality in teams
can be increased so that they can be more effective. The perspective here is to make dialogicality
sustainable by decreasing the dependence on a facilitator. Next to multivoicedness, the issue of trust
and distrust and its relationship with dialogicality is taken as a point of study.

The benefits of self-distancing
Renata Żurawska-Żyła
The paper discusses the role of self-distancing for mental health and presents critical review of
extant findings related to self-decentering constructs, including those carried out on the basis of
Dialogical Self Theory. Numerous reports indicate that the critical factor determining an adaptive or
maladaptive ways to deal with negative experiences is the type of self-perspective that people adopt.
The ability of decentralization facilitates adaptive self-reflection, emotional regulation, improves
well-being and reduces stress in a given situation, but also in the long term. This metacognitive skill
is constitutive for the conception of the dialogical self and internal dialogical activity within which
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we can distinguish three types of processes: (1) monologue, (2) dialogue, (3) change of perspective.
Each of these mental activities fulfills specific psychological functions represents graded levels of
self-distancing. These findings point to the importance of psychological distancing in therapeutic
practice and suggest that a therapist enable the patient to go beyond the egocentric perspective of
immersion in himself as a prerequisite of a therapeutic change and personal development.

The dialogical self as a bridging/meta-positioning perspective
in psychotherapy
Elena Grebenyuk
One of the challenges in the postmodern situation is the plurality of psychotherapeutic and selfdevelopment practices alongside the plurality of the world we live in. It requires some kind of
appropriate perspective that would make it possible to orientate in this plurality, avoiding
simplification and rigidity whenever possible. The presentation is aimed to consider the application
of the dialogical self theory in this way.
From this perspective, we can treat different therapies as a process of constructing specific Ipositions and ways of communication between them, in close interconnection with the relationships
in the “outer” reality. The presentation invites meta-positioning by offering a description scheme for
therapeutic approaches and illustrating it with a few examples. It allows therapists to choose a
particular theory and method or their combination. Also, the presentation emphasizes some
differences between this approach and “structuralist” ones. Finally, it shares some ideas I am
committed to in my therapeutic practice (based on narrative therapy and dance-movement therapy) –
namely, some of the positions and communication principles that I often find useful.
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THE CREATIVE AND MORAL DIMENSIONS OF CULTURE
AND SELF (CO)CONSTRUCTION

Sept. 9

Convener: Vlad Petre Glaveanu
This symposium brings together four presentations that jointly explore different facets of culture and
self coconstruction with particular emphasis on its creative and moral dimensions. Morality and
creativity are both central to dialogical relations, and yet their interconnection has rarely been
theorised so far. The four papers included in this symposium start from the premise that culture–self
dialogues are marked by the creation of new meanings, practices, and material outcomes both
informed and informing value judgements about the self and the world. The four authors illustrate
this dynamics with different case studies, including moral development, the analysis of life
trajectories, the choice of food, and the way individuals and communities deal with otherness within
the current refugee crisis in Europe. In each case, the focus is placed on the space of dialogues
between self and other, between person and culture, and the way these dialogues are essential for
their mutual construction. By emphasising novelty and values in this process, we argue for a new
understanding of the dialogical self as creative and moral in its engagement with culture and the
social world.

Moral development from a semiotic-cultural perspective
Angela Branco
In this presentation, I will conceptualize and discuss the topic of moral development from a semioticcultural perspective. This perspective builds upon the bedrock of the mutual construction of the
person and the cultural contexts within which the person is embedded. The dialogical self and the
collective culture are permanently coconstructing each other, and the investigation of their dynamics
and developmental nature along irreversible time can reveal important aspects of both person and
culture. I will refer to the conceptual fruitfulness of terms such as individual and collective cultures
as complementary dimensions of semiotic processes. As the “self” intimately relates to moral
characteristics, I will stress the role played by affectivity in meaning construction processes that take
place in the constant interplay—and reciprocal configuration—between subject and culture.
Assuming a critical view of the constructivist approach to moral development, I will discuss
conceptual and theoretical issues related to the topic.

Creativity and affective regulation:
The use of digital media for self-transformation – A case study
Elsa Mattos
This paper aims to analyze processes of self-imagination leading to transformations in the selfsystem during transition to adulthood from the perspectives of cultural psychology and dialogism.
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The focus is on the role of creativity as promoting reconfiguration in a young person’s self-system
over time. Specifically, we will advance the idea that the creative use of “culturally-impregnated”
materials within a digital intersubjective space by young people in critical moments of transition may
allow for a process of semiotic regulation of affective states and lead to the reconfiguration of the
self-system. Through self-imaging (i.e., creating digital self-images), young people may construct
flexible signs that increase dialogicality and transform personal meaning systems. To illustrate these
processes, we present a longitudinal case study of a young woman (Jane) who participated in a social
project in Bahia, Brazil. Data was collected through three rounds of in-depth interviews at ages 18-19
(1st round), 20-21 (2nd round), and 22-23 (3rd round). We followed her use of digital media during
approximately one year when she experienced critical life transitions – Jane’s father suffered a work
accident and she entered the world of work as apprentice, and she had to take on several
responsibilities after her mother also got sick. In the analysis, we used the triadic framework
proposed by Glavenau (2010) to map the generative process of production of digital self-images,
connecting personal meanings and cultural repertoires from different spheres of Jane’s life (work,
family, and religion) and her dialogical relationship with “old” (traditional religion images/meanings)
and “new” artifacts (digital self-images she created in the Internet) to understand how she dealt with
emerging tensions over time. Data shows that meaning making processes – and, more specifically,
negotiations of self-meanings and values through the creative use of digital media – help activate
affective regulatory processes and lead to the (re)construction of a new self-version projected into
the future, facilitating self-reconfiguration and the creation of alternative life trajectories.

Vegetarianism or seeking the right foodway: Moral standpoints in dialogue
Fabienne Gfeller
Eating is, at least to some extent, charged with morality and values. As a concrete activity, it is an
occasion to link ideas and actions, as well as relate to the world and to others (Mintz, 1996). Far from
being merely a physiological question, it is a highly cultural and social part of life (Anderson, 2005).
Meat consumption in particular raises value questions, as it presupposes the killing of animals
(Poulain, 2007). In this presentation, I propose to analyze the discourse produced by people about
their meat consumption, or rather, in this case, the non-consumption of meat, which is defining for
vegetarianism, as a dialogue involving different moral standpoints. The material analyzed comes from
interviews focused on food practices and representations. I propose to analyze the development of a
vegetarian foodway as a creative construction, involving practices and discourses, in relation with
different others and strongly oriented by values, but also questioning and reconstructing these
values.

Perspective taking and the European refugee crisis:
Creativity and morality in a new key
Vlad Petre Glaveanu, Constance de Saint-Laurent, Ioana Literat
Migration generally and the refugee crisis in particular have been and will predictably continue to be
a “hot” issue dividing European politics and society. This presentation will take the case of Syrian
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refugees as an empirical base for opening new questions concerning the creativity and morality of
self–other relations. Drawing on pragmatism, dialogicality, and positioning theory, I propose a
typology of dialogical and monological forms of perspective taking and perspective making,
respectively, and illustrate it with examples from social media posts and comments related to the
refugee crisis. This analysis highlights the difficulties of engaging with (radical) otherness and the
creativity involved in formulating a moral position from which multiple perspectives can be placed in
dialogue. By connecting creativity and morality through the notion of perspective, I hope to
contribute not only to a more nuanced conception of dialogism but also understand it as a response
to pressing societal issues.
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DIACHRONIC AND SYNCHRONIC APPROACHES
IN COMPOSITIONWORK IN RELATION TO CHANGES
IN THE SELF. A DIALOGUE BETWEEN TEA AND MA
IN COMPOSITIONWORK

Sept. 8

Conveners:
Agnieszka Konopka, Wim van Beers
In this symposium we will explore two perspectives on change in the dialogical self (Hermans &
Hermans-Konopka, 2010): synchronical and diachronical. The first one is focused on contacting the
present moment as a basis for emergence of the “nowscape” (Konopka & Van Beers, 2014) in the
creative space of ‘ma’ (Morioka, 2014). The second perspective shows the dynamic organization of
the self and its innovation (Hermans, 1999), as demonstrated in TEA (Sato, Yasuda, Kanzaki, Valsiner,
2014). In both cases Compositionwork can support and stimulate the process of change. In the
synchronic perspective by contacting, allowing, symbolizing and externalizing the direct experience
and exploring it. In the diachronic case by differentiating and exploring a broad range of I-positions
and their patterns and taking a meta-position.
In the first part of this symposium we address the synchronic approach. Wim van Beers will introduce
this part highlighting new developments in Compositionwork in his presentation “Compositionwork
as a method to facilitate change in the self”. Masayoshi Morioka will address the relevance of
synchronic moments in the therapeutic process in his presentation “On the temporality of dialogue:
transcend the limits of linearity”. Agnieszka Konopka will present process oriented work with
Compositionwork and a case study “Nowscape: creative emergence of self-organization in space
between “ma”.
The second part of the symposium addresses diachronical changes in the self. The first presentation
”The notion of Bifurcation Point(BFP) and Compositionwork” will be given by Tatsuya Sato. Akinobu
Nameda will present the paper: “Understanding the changing and maintaining process of performing
family work from the perspectives of Compositionwork and the Trajectory Equifinality Approach” that
will be followed by a presentation of Yuko Yasuda. In the end of the symposium will take place a
discussion about the role of time and space in innovation of organization of the dialogical self.

Compositionwork as a method to facilitate change in the self
Wim van Beers
'Landscape of mind' is a basic metaphor representing the multiplicity and spatial character of the
Dialogical Self (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010). I will present the main features of
Compositionwork (Konopka & van Beers, 2014; Hermans, 2015) as a method to explore the
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landscape of mind. In the process of Compositionwork one's 'inner world' is externalized what
stimulates to take a meta-position (Hermans, 2003). The method relates not only to the multiplicity
of the self but also to the space in which the I-position repertoire emerges. This way of representing
the mind as a multiplicity in a space is also seen in the tradition of Japanese rock gardens (Bertier,
2000).In coaching and psychotherapy Compositionwork as a method facilitates the exploration of the
qualities of I-positions (differentiation), relations between I-positions and the pattern of the self as a
whole. Compositionwork addresses two dimensions of the self (Greenberg, 2002): the nonverbal,
embodied, affective dimension, related to the right hemisphere - and the verbal, reflective
dimension, connected to the left hemisphere. Procedurally we work in corresponding and
complementary ways, namely: 'structural' based on choosing known I-positions related to a larger
period of time and 'processual' based on the embodied affective process as it happens here and now
(Konopka & Van Beers, 2014). Finally I will elaborate on the function of Compositionwork as a
means to support the process of therapeutic change. Important features of Compositionwork in this
respect are its power to evoke and symbolize new aspects of the self, support the present moment
experience and expose the configuration of different positions in the self in an ‘all at once’
synchronic form.

On the temporality of dialogue: Transcend the limits of linearity
Masayoshi Morioka
From the view point of Dialogical Self Theory the psychotherapy is conceptualized as an interactive
dialogical process. This process includes compound temporality. In this presentation the author will
focus on the temporality of the connecting sequence of events, that is the (diachronic) narrative
sequence and the synchronic living moment in the stories as created in psychotherapeutic sessions.
The moment of turning point in personal narrative does not have the form of linearity. The dialogical
conversation in itself can transcend the limits of linear understanding of the person. The therapist’s
spontaneous response can emerge at a good interval or moment, that is ma in the dialogical
conversation. Ma is the living moment for proceeding forward on the meaningful experience. Further
discussion will be made on the basis of some clinical vignettes.

Nowscape-creative emergence of self-organization in space between
Agnieszka Konopka
There are two different, sometimes competitive dimensions of the self: a sense of self based on a
narrative and the momentary sense of self based on direct embodied experience. While the narrative
is more related to the “knowing mind”, contacting direct experience, as it may emerge in the present
moment, requires a ‘not knowing mind’, a “beginners mind” (Suzuki,1970; Rowan, 2010). This mindset
allows one to be with uncertainty as a creative opportunity. According to Stern (2004) ‘here and now
work’ has the greatest transformative power. Directly felt embodied sense of self is present
moment experience and this can be ‘a moment of opportunity’: kairos. We present the “nowscape” as
an affective landscape of the embodied present moment experience, externalized in the form of a
composition (Konopka & Van Beers, 2014). In this presentation we will argue that the “nowscape”
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can act as a source of innovation in the landscape of the mind-dialogical self (Hermans, 2001, 2004).
'Nowspace' emerges between old and new experience, in the dialogical space of “ma” (Morioka,
2012). In this presentation we will show moments of creative self-emergence as moments of change
in the process of Compositionwork (Hermans, 2014). This process can be described as 1) contacting,
2) allowing, 3) symbolizing and externalizing, 4) engaging in a dialogue with a directly felt
embodied resulting in emergence of new positions and new self-organization seen as self-innovation
(Hermans, 1999).

The notion of Bifurcation Point (BFP) and Compositionwork
Tatsuya Sato
Compositionwork (Konopka & van Beers, 2014) is a method for personal development based on
Dialogical Self Theory (Hermans &Hermans-Konopka, 2010). According to this theory the self is
understood as a multiplicity of I-positions (different sides of the self) in the landscape of the mind.
The perspective offered by TEM (Trajectory Equifinality Modeling) allows to explore the selves in
Composition work in the context of irreversible time. Special attention is given to find out the
Bifuraction Points (BFPs) on the landscape. In the context of Composition work, BFP's are always
hidden. However, if BFPs would be discovered as important or decisive moments, the turning points
in the development of selves might be expressed on the Compositionwork. After having visitted
Japan, Konopka may have been influenced by the garden of Medieval temples (Daisein-in is one of
them). I will talk about the relation between the spirit of ZEN meditation and Compositionwork.

Understanding the changing and maintaining process of performing family
work from the perspectives of Compositionwork and the Trajectory
Equifinality Approach
Akinobu Nameda
This symposium presentation is aimed at the development of a theoretical and methodological
framework considering two kinds of temporal aspects in understanding the changing and
maintaining process of performing family work. As discussed in a previous case study (Nameda, 2014;
presented in the last conference), the framework considering time in the life trajectory and time in a
story in a composition would allow us to visualize which events happened and how meanings of
them are changed and/or consistent over time. More concretely, with the temporal aspects of the
Trajectory Equifinality Approach (Sato, Yasuda, Kanzaki & Valsiner, 2014) and the perspective of
viewing mapped relationships of self-positions as in Compositionwork (Agnieszka Konopka & Wim
van Beers, 2014), we would find the changes of meanings to each self-position in an individual, and
the strength and dominance of them. However, there is still room to discuss how research findings
are organized with the use of the framework. Therefore, in this symposium, we will show and discuss
another case study which focuses on the diversity of meanings attributed to a certain event and the
transitions of self-positions related to these.
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How can the clinical practice of ‘Compositionwork’ and the qualitative
research of ‘Narrative Approach’ collaborate? A case of a woman’s narrative
who met a reproductive crisis
Yuko Yasuda, dr., Ritsumeikan University, Japan
Compositionwork is well suited with Narrative Approach. Human beings compose their present by
reconstructing their pasts and viewing their futures. In this presentation I will explore the possibility
of using Compositionwork in the context of narratives of infertility experiences.
In my research I interviewed a woman in the latter half of her thirties who had hoped to have a child
by going five times to infertility treatments. I explored her narratives about the experience of
infertility treatments and her thoughts of having a child and building her family. I focussed on the
marital relationship and her narratives about her relation with her husband. I took 5 groups
(elements) from her narratives about this: ‘leaving the gap and difference with her husband’, ‘feeling
regretful about not being able to have children’, ‘confronting infertility treatments together’, ‘sharing
responsibility’, and ‘trying to share emotions with each other’. These are conceptualized as I-positions
(‘I as …’) in Dialogical Self Theory. In my presentation, I will show the composition in which the
marital relationship is represented by these 5 narrative elements and explore how these positions
transformed in irreversible time from the viewpoint of Compositionwork.
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THE MULTIVOICED CANVAS OF THE SELF:
REVIVING THE NOTIONS OF POLYPHONY AND DIALOGUE
THROUGH THE TRANSFORMATIVE POWER OF ARTS

Sept. 8

Convener: Olga V. Lehmann
This symposium has the objective of expanding the understanding of the multivoicedness of arts as a
canvas for dialogue. Meike Watzlawik, discusses the notion of beauty and poetical tones, through
case studies of individuals who tattoo themselves with a scene from The Raven of Edgar Allan Poe in
order to elaborate emotions through dialogues with personal lived- experiences. Then, Brady
Wagoner expands upon the transformation of foreign art, as a way of cultural dialogue that enables
people to understand and deal with otherness. Sara Hassan follows up these arguments ideas talking
about the diverse layers of power positioning in Egypt`s street art, and its impact in collective
memory. As a discussant, Olga Lehmann interconnects these arguments in terms of the
internalization processes of daily life aesthetics, expanding the implications of the notion of
polyphony for the understanding of sensemaking of experience and existence, by means of reviving
the notion of dialogue at the light of the impending tension within maintenance and transformation
of values in diverse social systems.

Polyphony and multivoicedness: Understanding aesthetic experiences
Olga V. Lehmann
Bodies, walls and streets are the canvas to express the unsaid and appeal to the ineffable
contradictions of existence. Different symbolic resources such as tattoos, graffiti or poems act as
catalyzers of sensemaking, transforming or maintaining the expression of memories and narratives.
In this process, arts promote the interaction within different inner and external positions. However,
the affective realm of artistic representations is internalized in diverse ways among the self, not
always fostering true dialogues. Furthermore, the experience of dialogues does not itself suffice the
intention of social change that an artistic oeuvre evokes. Focusing on the notion of ambivalence in
current theories of cultural psychology, I take Hassan`s, Watzlawik`s and Wagoner`s cases as
examples to expand upon the functions of aesthetic tension in a polyphonic perspective. Through
this theoretical approach, I attempt to give account of the negotiation and coexistence opposing
affects, meanings and selves.

“Nevermore!” – The multivoicedness of Edgar Allan Poe's poem "The
Raven" from the perspective of tattoo lovers
Meike Watzlawik
First published in 1845, Edgar Allan Poe’s poem "The Raven" has inspired many, e.g., authors,
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filmmakers, football teams, composers. For Poe, the raven itself is to symbolize “mournful and neverending remembrance” in the Gestalt of a bird relentlessly repeating the word: “Nevermore!” The word
itself does not carry a moral, but is to “excite the sensitive soul to tears. Melancholy [being] the most
legitimate of all the poetical tones.” It is beauty in its supreme development, as Poe (1950) stresses.
Today, the poem has been translated into many languages and has been interpreted in manifold
ways underlining its polyphony. It has also been illustrated by many artists, or has been an
inspiration for individuals looking for tattoo images. The key question in this chapter is why
individuals chose a tattoo depicting a scene from "The Raven." Which aspect of the poem, which
voice did appeal to them most and why? What personal meaning does it carry for them? The
transformation of life events into words by the poet back into symbols representing other individuals’
life events and meaning will be discussed in the light of "What is beauty"?

Aesthetic interactions in city space
Sarah Awad
Images in city space have a life span of their own, once introduced into the public sphere they get
transformed and reinterpreted by perceivers in multiple ways. I look specifically at the value and
multivoicedness of street art and its impact on collective memory. How certain murals drawn by
Egyptian revolutionary graffiti artists in 2011 became symbols of the revolution and were reproduced
in response to different narratives and transformed in the street and in online media. The use of art
in this context triggered a dialogue among different social actors (the artists, pedestrians, and
authorities), which emphasize the potential of art to provoke, create tension, and influence social
change (Markova, 2003).

Transformations of foreign art:
The serial reproduction of folk designs as a cultural dialogue
Brady Wagoner
When cultural elements are transmitted from one social group to another they go through a series of
transformations until they arrive at a relatively stable form characteristic of the receipt group (Rivers,
1912). This process of cultural diffusion and change is thus a window on to how people understand
and deal with otherness, the unfamiliar, through their own cultural backgrounds. Bartlett (1932)
famously invented ‘the method of serial reproduction’ to simulate and analyze the psychological
dynamics of this process: a participant is shown an image or story from another culture and asked to
reproduce it. His or her reproduction is then show to a second, whose reproduction is shown to a
third and so on, like the party game ‘telephone’. This paper extends the method to also explore how
foreign cultural designs are elaborated as well as assimilated into familiar conventions. The
reproduction chains produced are themselves compelling art objects, illustrating a dialogue with the
foreign. In addition to showing these serial reproduction chains, the paper will also describe people’s
varied responses to them.
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DST AND EASTERN APPROACHES TO THE SELF
IN SPIRITUALITY AND CULTURE

Sept. 8

Convener: Donald McCown
This symposium explores how theoretical and experiential encounters with the East can contribute
to development of DST. Presenters draw from their articles in the new issue of IJDS devoted to this
theme, identifying connections and divides between these vital discourses, and generating questions,
concepts, and practices for further study.
We begin by weighing the potential for dialogue between DST, situated as it is in a scientific
worldview, and Buddhism, as an example of the traditional ethico-religious contexts of Eastern
philosophies. How might DST researchers meet such otherness with utmost respect and openness?
By considering indigenous spiritual healing practices of India through DST, we have an opportunity
to observe the mutual illumination of two therapeutic discourses. Another opportunity arises when
examining the zone of contact in therapeutic conversations through theories drawn from the
traditional Japanese Noh theater, which offer DST new practices and terms.
Development of the Mindfulness-Based Interventions (MBI) also provides platform for observing how
participants’ implicit theories of self interact with the theories inherent in the Eastern practices they
learn. This is rich ground for objective analysis of the language of participants’ experiences, and for
first-person probing of MBI teachers’ experiences of self theories in the classroom—and in
themselves.

‘Bridging’ Buddhist ideas with dialogical self theory: Risks and possibilities
Basia Ellis, Henderikus J. Stam
This paper examines how Buddhist ideas can inform dialogical self theory. The question is apposite
given that dialogical self theory takes as its prerogative the ‘bridging’ of distinct, even opposing,
theoretical approaches and research traditions into a single framework. We argue that Buddhist
principles are grounded in a unique, ethical epistemology contradistinctive from Western traditions
and this makes a bridging of dialogical and Buddhist approaches unlikely in the first instance.
Attempts to do so, we maintain, risk compromising the meanings of Buddhist concepts. Does this
preclude the possibilities for dialogue between Buddhism and dialogical self theory? We do not think
so. Rather, we suggest that Buddhism can be drawn upon to study the assumptions of dialogical
theory, and we exemplify this through an analysis of the dialogical self’s moral program. Our study
reveals how dialogical self theory retains a uniquely Western ethics that, despite being explicitly
open to alterity, remains at risk of imposing itself onto alternative cultural positions. To genuinely
engage Buddhism in dialogue, we conclude, is not a matter of translating Buddhist ideas onto the
dialogical platform but to allow the Buddhist position to disturb the certitudes of the dialogical
model.
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Voicing Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction:
A developmental-dialogical analysis
Michelle Mamberg, Thomas Bassarear
Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) programs teach present-moment, non-judgmental
awareness, via language. The scholarly literature, while replete with validation studies, neglects
MBSR discourse. Although MBSR is a cultural hybrid (ie American Buddhism) built on traditionally
Eastern views, most research employs methods presupposing a Western (reified) notion of self. We
identify conceptual similarities between the Buddhist notion of anatta, non-self, and Dialogical Self
Theory’s (DST) treatment of self as an ongoing process of dialogical positioning. DST, then, aids the
study of non-reifying discourse. Interview narratives with MBSR practitioners (N=20) were subjected
to a DST analysis to delineate how practitioners take up a unique “MBSR voice” in their selfportrayals. We laid out a developmental continuum ranging from unreflective voicing of a reified self
to more developed self-narratives in which mindfulness was conveyed through compassionate and
curious awareness of one’s reactivity. Both theoretical perspectives entail a developmental telos of
de-positioning. Our analyses display how the MBSR voice de-reifies self, and how that voice may be
taken up by practitioners.

Dialogical and eastern perspectives on the self in practice: Teaching
Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) in Philadelphia and Seoul
Donald McCown, Heyoung Ahn
MBSR is an eight-week, group-based course of mindfulness meditation and other self-reflective
activities to reduce stress and improve wellbeing. While acknowledging debts to “Eastern”
philosophies and practices, MBSR is presented as a secular practice and avoids explicit statements of
theories of the self. The teacher’s seat in an MBSR course offers a view of participants’ inherent self
theories, and presses the teacher to reflect on them, as well as on his or her own working theories of
self. The authors, highly experienced MBSR teachers in Philadelphia and Seoul, two very different
cultural contexts, propose to use the privileged view from their teacher’s seats to observe and reflect
on the theories of self at play in their MBSR classes. Through an exchange of letters about our
practical experiences and theoretical commitments, we compare and contrast the self theories
expressed in the classroom. We explore how Buddhist views and popular Western psychological ideas
affect participants’ understandings of the self, reflecting on our explicit, practical use of theories from
DST, relational constructionism (Gergen’s “Relational Being”), and Buddhist traditions (particularly
Zen).

Discussion
Marie-Cécile Bertau
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DST AND PSYCHOANALYSIS

Sept. 10

Convener: Dominik Stefan Mihalits
This symposium is set up to elaborate on synergies in between the theoretical framework of
Dialogical Self Theory (DST) and various versions of theorizing that find their roots in psychoanalytic
perspectives of early 20th century. The need and interest in synergies will be clarified by showing
examples that lead to further discussion:
• Inner and Outer Voices within the framework of (counter)transference and its possible therapeutic
outcome
• Scars – Ruptures of Voices as a dialogue in between of trauma and development
• The system of I-positions and its possibly psychodynamic interpretation
Possibly a dialogue is a construction of two different realities of people: One way of identifying this
construction of realities outputs the possibility of therapeutic approach in between the client and
therapist. Mutual approximation through exchange leads here to effort. So “inner” and “outer” voices
of DST cannot be seen in a static or even isolated way; they are part of the construction and part of
the process of approximation. Conscious, preconscious, and unconscious motives appear in the
relations between I-positions as transference and countertransference. Elaborating the dynamic
relationships within the DST structures can lead to the understanding of different ways in interaction
of the Self and the Other. But what role does this interaction of voices and consciousness might play
in psychotherapeutic counselling?
Participants in the symposium will be observing interaction also from a macrogenetic or mesogenetic
point of view. What does the interaction of voices mean studying cultural meta-analysis: How do
individuals in history interact within a psychodynamic dialogical self?

Dialogue in deep invasions:
Scars creating a dialogical fluidity and become mediators of the self
Jensine Ingerslev Nedergaard
Deep invasions, creating scars become personal-cultural signs that operate as memory devices
connecting the personal past with the present in order to anticipate the future. When these memory
devices, constantly creating a fluidity of thoughts and feelings, become mediators of the self, we can
observe the psychological centrality of the skin.
The extension of the self is located both on the inside of the skin and is extended into the
environment (James, 1890; Hermans, 2001/2012). In creating identity through a scar the notions of
continuity, distinctness and volition in the Self-as-knower are crucial while the continuity, in the selfas-knower, rises when the person has a sense of personal identity, which gives a sense of sameness
through time. The feeling of individuality is a notion of the distinctness from others. The self-asknower proves itself when actively processing experiences by continuously acknowledging and
rejecting thoughts volitionally (Hermans, 2001).
Multiple voices participate in a dialogical accompaniment with multiple perspectives. Interior
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thoughts become dialogues between two (or more) independent parties within the person and the
environment. Hereby it becomes possible to understand the dialogue in deep invasions as to
incorporate this understanding in a therapeutic approach to the feelings and even distress that
emerges from the trauma that created the rupture.

The flagellating self
Jaan Valsiner
The framework of cultural psychology of semiotic dynamics and the Dialogical Self Theory (DST) will
find an interesting empirical analytic object in the historically recurrent act of flagellation, as
depicted in European art. Using Albrecht Dürer’s Die Geisselung (1512) as a starting point, I will show
how the system of I-positions becomes elaborated in the act of flagellation, linked with the dynamics
of the self-purification goals that can also have psychodynamic interpretations. Still it is not the
psychoanalytic interpretations that can give us explanation of the purposeful self-harm that
flagellation entails, but a new look through the semiotic dynamics perspective that borrows
moments from psychoanalysis and develops the DST further in introducing the notion of futureoriented purpose.

Synergies within DS and Psychoanalysis: Possible efforts in counselling
shown by the example of transference and countertransference
Dominik Stefan Mihalits
The presentation will show possible synergies in between psychoanalysis and DS theory referring to
practical clinical work. The Patient-Therapist Alliance and its interactions will be discussed in focus of
multiple voices which have different qualities: Conscious, preconscious and unconscious. All of these
“voice-combinations” end up in different ways of dominance, ambivalence or development within
patients’ therapy. The synthesis (alliance) of psychodynamic therapy in the sense of psychoanalysis
together with cultural psychology allows possibly a new understanding of sign mediation which takes
transference and countertransference within psychodynamic treatment also into account. This might
lead to possible efforts in counseling and practical work, as it results in further understanding of
clients and their therapists.
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Symposium

THE DIALOGICAL SELF IN ACTION:
WHEN THE STRUCTURE OF I-POSITIONS
BECOMES CULTURALLY DISPLAYED

Sept. 10

Convener: Jensine Ingerslev Nedergaard
In this symposium, the semiotic skin theory will be the framework in which the structure of Ipositions shows how different psychological feelings turn into socially visible cultural displays.
First, Jensine Nedergaard will show how the layers of the semiotic skin become cultural tools for
creating places (such as HOME) and their corresponding hypergeneralized feelings (FEELING OF
HOME). These cultural tools will also be looked upon from the opposite direction in order to
understand the dialogical self INSIDE OUT.
Second, Elisa Krause-Kjær will present the feeling of loneliness in the context of understanding the
layers of the semiotic skin. A research project involving young persons who see themselves as lonely
will illustrate ways of communication between the different layers of the semiotic skin.
Finally, Jaan Valsiner will connect the above mentioned issues in an extension of the framework of
cultural psychology of semiotic dynamics with the dialogical self theory by focusing on a person’s
self-presentation in creating the end symbol of the body. This will be presented through the
opposition between NUDE and NON-NUDE, providing the basis for the cultural layer of the semiotic
skin.

Introducing partition: Semiotic skin as a representative of dialogues
between dynamic layers
Jensine Ingerslev Nedergaard
The context of the dialogical self theory (DST) will be the perspective from where the semiotic skin
will be described as a representative of dialogical communication between different layers of
material manifestations of the self: biological skin, skin coverage by body decoration, clothing,
personal environment (home, workplace), and public environment (community, etc.). These layers set
up new tasks of dialogical inter-layer dynamics, which shows locally set relations (opening, closing,
etc.). Each of these tasks is a target for the operation of the dialogical self (Nedergaard, 2016).
The layers “grow” outwards from the biological body and, at some moments, they lose contact with
the biological skin/body. These new layers become cultural tools for creating places (e.g., home) and
their hyper-generalised feeling (e.g., feeling of home). Not only are the layers internally regulated,
but there are also inter-layer dynamics coming into play.
The dialogical notion of meaning making through the semiotic skin as “a skin on the skin” becomes
crucial in the theoretical understanding by presenting I-positions as the centre of communication
between the different layers and thereby the dialogical self.
Even though there is a significant discrepancy between internal and external dialogues, what they
have in common is reliance on the different voices (Hermans, 2001 / 2012; Hermans & Hermans-
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Konopka, 2010).
Internal and external voices in the self are not only individually constructed – they often show the
ability to reflect collective voices (Hermans, 2001 / 2012; Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010). All
these voices show a tremendous fluidity in the “between-layer dialogue.”

Cultural loneliness: Layered feelings within communication
Elisa Krause-Kjær
Being alone and feeling loneliness is usually associated with growing old during the last part of one’s
life. However, there is a growing tendency for more and more young persons who should be in their
prime age of creating social relations to feel lonely too (Lasgaard, 2010). Trying to understand this
phenomenon led to a small study of Danish adolescences who feel severe loneliness in their
everyday life. Three different kinds of communication were picked out and examined. The aim was to
illuminate how they respond to different kinds of communication and find out if Facebook as one of
the most widespread ways of communicating among adolescences in Denmark contributes to
(cultural) loneliness, as has been claimed.
Analysing the different conditions of I-positions in the light of the dialogical self theory in terms of
when the participants viewed themselves as “I as lonely” or “I as not lonely” sheds light on the
complexities connected with cultural loneliness. To state these positions, the inter-layered dynamics
as presented in the semiotic skin theory (Nedergaard, 2016) was essential due to its differentiation
between the diverse feelings connected with different modes of communication.

The bare back: Dialogical self in action
Jaan Valsiner
I will extend the framework of cultural psychology of semiotic dynamics onto the Dialogical Self
Theory (DST) through the focus on the person’s presentation of the self in creating the end symbol
(Endingungsymbol in terms of Theodor Lipps) of the body through one’s back. The NUDEnon-NUDE
opposition is the basis for creating the cultural layer of Semiotic Skin (Nedergaard, 2016) on any part
of human body. The back side of the body is (a) evolutionarily important in establishing social
relations in various species before Homo sapiens (grooming), (b) physiologically sensitive area of the
body (relaxation via massage), (c) potentially open sensory input channel (vision substitution) and,
lastly, (d) an arena for projecting one’s intra-psychological feelings into socially visible cultural
display. The empirical investigation in this presentation is built up on the basis of Eva Gonzalez’ (b.
1849 d. 1883) impressionist painting Le Chignon (dated to 1865-70). Use of art as data creates a
two-layered analytic task for the DST as it allows us to highlight the real-life phenomenon (cultural
presentation of the back) together with the dialogical nature of the artist’s focus.

Discussion
Dominik Stefan Mihalits
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Symposium

IN DIALOGUE WITH THE PAST AND THE DISTANT:
POLITICS, POWER AND HISTORY

Sept. 9

Convener: Sandra Obradovic
How do we engage in dialogue with what is not here, whether because it is long gone or because it is
far from us? And, more importantly, how does mobilizing what is not here affect the present? This
symposium proposes to explore this phenomenon and its political consequences in the case of
conflicts and power struggles. In the first presentation, Nicholson will present an analysis of the
historical narratives of Israeli and Palestinian citizen of Israel and their role in justifying the on-going
conflict. In the second paper, Obradović will present a longitudinal study of how Serbian politicians
dialogue with distant others to justify current politics. In the last study, de Saint-Laurent will look at
how Polish research participants used the past to understand the current Ukrainian conflict and more
specifically how interactions with others, in the past and in the present, shape their representations
of it. Finally, Zittoun will discuss the papers based on her sociocultural theory of imagination – the
psychological process by which we represent the past and the distant – in the life course.
Throughout this symposium, it will be argued that the way we dialogue with the distant voices of
others may be a powerful political tool. Thus, a dialogical analysis of power relations and conflicts
has the potential to shed new lights on how they are built and sustained.

Collective memories surrounding the legitimacy of land rights across groups
in protracted conflict
Cathy Nicholson
The legitimacy of land rights is central to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. For Jewish Israelis their
perceived exclusive rights to the land since 1948 remain unquestioned but for indigenous
Palestinians their perceived rights to the land have continued to remain thwarted. Both groups
remain entrenched within this dichotomy by their collective memories that live within their present
representational field. For one group, memories pertaining to promises made three thousand years
ago, around the purchase of land from local indigenous people and how land was courageously won
through violent conflict, was considered to be central to their collective memories. Whilst for the
other group, the significance of continued ancestral residency over millennia and stolen lands
unjustly taken, took precedence. A dialogical analysis of transcripts of open ended interviews with
Jewish and Palestinian citizens of Israel, show both simplicity and complexity of these accounts. The
narratives will be explored to exemplify these dialogical relationships across group boundaries.

Power and politics: The dialogical nature of political speech
Sandra Obradovic
The relationship between power and dialogicality is an avenue of interest for academics wishing to
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apply a dialogical framework within a context of political psychology. Although some work does
address this connection (Gillespie & Cornish, 2010; Linell, 2009 ch. 9; Psaltis & Duveen, 2007) this
paper focuses explicitly on the ways in which dialogical processes shape power-relations and what is
said in political monologue. Namely, drawing on 18 key speeches by Serbian politicians in the past
25 years, the present paper explores how a dialogical approach to political speech can provide an
understanding of the ways in which socio-political power asymmetries shape what can be said. As
the paper will show, in the context of Serbian political speeches, it is the International ‘Other’ (i.e.,
EU, Western powers) that is drawn on as a superior political power to legitimize political actions and
silence any potential resistance anticipated by the national audience. In doing so, monologue is
demonstrated to be an act of dialogical nature, where the speaker is given the freedom to empower
themselves through shaping the voices of ‘Others’ to fit their political agendas.

Memory acts: Collective memory as intersubjective action
Constance de Saint-Laurent
History abounds in everyday life: it can be found in the discourse of the politician who makes a
patriotic use of World War II, in the epic movie of medieval inspiration, in the latest museum opening
in town, or in the magnet on your fridge that makes a humoristic use of advertisement posters from
the fifties. How can we understand the use of history in such diverse contexts and the purposes it
serves? And, more importantly perhaps, how can we understand the effects these uses have on us? To
answer these questions, this paper proposes, based on the works of Mead and Bakhtin, to understand
collective memory as intersubjective action (memory acts), built in dialogue with other perspectives.
This model is illustrated by historical discourses produced in a qualitative experiment. In this
experiment, Polish participants were asked to interact with different perspective on the on-going
Ukrainian conflict. The analysis of memory acts reveals, in this case, the role played by interactions
(with the voices of others in the experiment and with the researcher) in shaping what is said and
what is silenced about history, and ultimately how history is 54obilized to understand the Ukrainian
conflict.

Discussion
Tania Zittoun
The three papers in this symposium propose to read dialogically complex social and political issues.
This demands a triple movement away from classical intra- or intersubjective dialogical analysis.
First, it demands to move from an analysis of the individual, to the group; second, it demands to
examine not only present and possible selves, but the past; and third, it examines these dynamics not
only in terms of individual development, but in light of political transformation. In order to discuss
these features I will attempt to propose an integrative model, and so highlight the contributions and
challenges raised by the symposium, and implications for dialogical science.
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THE EXPERIENCE OF BIFURCATION POINT:
WHERE DS AND TEA MEETS

Sept. 9

Convener: Tatsuya Sato
In this symposium, after brief looking at the background and basic idea of TEA, we are focusing on
the bifurcation points (BFP). BFP is a point that has alternative options to go in the life course within
irreversible time. At BFP, sign (either promoter or inhibitor) emerges and social forces (either social
direction or social guidance) occur. Then, person on the BFP has a dialogue with his/her self at the
BFP. So BFP is a point where DS and TEA meets. “Basic notions of TEA and the implication of the
BFP” by Tatsuya Sato will introduce the new methodology of TEA, especially BFP analysis. Then four
papers will be read.
Emergence of the bifurcation points in process of Composition work as crossroads in the
development of the dialogical self”, “Bifurcation as a process of dialogic estrangements in talking
about life: From Bakhtinian viewpoints”, ‘Dialogue emerges on the critical points on lives (Bifurcation
Point)’ is Authenticity: From woman’s narratives who met with reproductive crisis” and “Career
Identity Work: visualizing dialogical selves at the bifurcation points of adolescents’ career
development” will be read at the symposium.

Introduction
Tatsuya Sato

Emergence of the bifurcation points in process of Compositionwork as
crossroads in the development of the dialogical self
Agnieszka Konopka
In this presentation I will explore Bifurcation Points (Sato, Hidaka,Fukuda, 2009) in the organization
of the self observed in the process of Compositionwork (Hermans, 2014,Konopka & Van Beers,
2014,). Bifurcation points, one of the main notions of the Trajactory Equifinality Model (Valsiner,
Sato, Yasuda, 2004), are crucial moments of change, crossroads in self organization. These can result
in significant change and self-innovation, related to introducing and giving power (Hermans &
Konopka, 2010) to a new I-position (Hermans, 1999). The presented case studies show how the
emergence of bifurcation points can be facilitated by direct contact with embodied present
experience and by getting the messages included in this. In this way the direct affective experience
can act as a compass that supports a new direction of the “river of the self”(Sato, 2014). In the
presented case studies bifurcation points emerge as a result of a dialogue between Kairos
(Stern,2004) and Chronos. In this dialogue the present moment affective experience receives enough
space and attention to emerge fully as a part of the dialogical composition.
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Career Identity Work: Visualizing dialogical selves at the bifurcation points
of adolescents’ career development
Kiyomi Banda
Globalization and a decreasing population have made it difficult for Japanese university graduates to
transition smoothly to the business world. This study aims to develop Career Identity Work (Banda,
2015), which tries to visualize their psychological transformation in career development using
notions of Trajectory Equfinality Approach: TEA (Sato,Yasuda,Kanzai & Valsiner, 2014) and Dialogical
Self Theory: DS (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010) as a tool of career guidance.Our human
activity is organized through the promoter signs of auspicious or inauspicious kind, and such
promoter signs (Valsiner, 2005) will re-arrange the structure of I-positions into a new state.
Bifurcation Point: BFP is a point when activities are guided to move in one direction and a promoter
sign emerges on BEF. By a combination of TEA and DS, this study tries to look into the
transformation of adolescents’ career believes through narrative counseling in order to support their
career construction (Savickas, 2011).

Dialogical narratives on the critical phases on lives: From woman’s
experiences who met with reproductive crisis
Yuko Yasuda
Trajectory Equifinality Approach(TEA) is the qualitative research method in which dialogues emerge
on the concept of Bifurcation Point, and therefore the collaboration with DST (Dialogical Self Theory)
have been discussed. On the other hand, in my analysis, such dialogues emerging on Bifurcation
Point are miraculously grasped with the other method (KJ method), which is as follows.
I interviewed a woman in the latter half of her thirties who had hoped to have a child and go to
infertility treatments five times. And I analyzed her narratives focusing on the marital relationship
with KJ method. I grasped 5 groups (elements) on her narratives of the marital relationship, which are
furthermore arranged another dimension of three relational levels, “(1) dialogues with herself”, “(2)
dialogues between husband and wife” and “(3) emotional exchanges between husband and wife”.
Level (3) is both Equifinality Point and Bifurcation Point on deepening of the marital relationship,
and “dialogues with herself (which is level (1))” was absolutely necessary to reach the relation (3) in
this case. In my presentation, I will explore such dialogical self narratives on the critical phases on
lives.

b
Bifurcation as a process of dialogic estrangement when talking about life
from a Bakhtinian perspective
Atsushi Tajima
Most of our time is spent without thinking about the meaning of our own life. Bifurcation points in
life are moments when one thinks consciously about one’s past and future, and the dialog between
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the I-position and self becomes active. The trajectory equifinality model (TEM) is a method used to
describe such dialog.
Significant similarities exist between the ideas of TEM and those of Bakhtin when considering the
innovative roles of life discourse (self-image). Bakhtin (1981) valued the innovative roles of the inner
dialog of self-consciousness in his thesis “Dialogue”. He described the linguistic activity occurring
during everyday life, without thinking about the meaning of words, as “automatization” of speech,
and considered the creative elements of dialog as breaking up this automatization; he called such a
dialogic process “estrangement”, which is advocated by Shklovsky, a leader of Russian Formalism.
Estrangement is equivalent to conflictive discussions with others coming from different life contexts,
and it nurtures self- image (I-position). Bifurcation points are part of this estrangement because one
must interact with others who offer new perspectives or possible alternatives during such occasions.
In this presentation, the inner dialog of bifurcation points, collected using the TEM method, and the
innovative structure of estrangement that breaks up the automatization of everyday life, are analyzed
so the past-future image of each of us can be rewritten using self-dialog.
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NEW VOICES IN THE DIALOGICAL SELF THEORY
(PART I AND II)

Sept. 9

Convener: Jaan Valsiner
This symposium is meant to bring to the discourses of Dialogical Self Theory (DST) new young voices
of researchers-- who are in the very beginning of their academic careers and who address interesting
issues of phenomena that come to the general range of DST. They are ready to explore the ideas
from DST in application to these phenomena and are expected to point to new directions yet to be
elaborated in the DST through the description of these phenomena. The role of the discussants is to
provide a theoretical synthesis of the ideas that are brought out by the presenters, showing how
these ideas could be integrated into DST.

Negotiating the self: Dialogues of opportunity in fire dancing
Galina Angelova
The everyday meaning of opportunity is very diverse. We talk about “taking” or “missing” an
opportunity, “having” or “not having” an opportunity, opportunity “available but not used,” “creating
an opportunity” for oneself or for others, “being confronted with” opportunity, etc. As an
organizational sign of human experience, opportunity guides the move from present to future in the
human life course. The dialogicality of the Self’s negotiating the meaning of opportunity is the key
for human development. Depending on the meaning-making of the signs available, the intentional
individual could decide to act or not act on in a specific context in an irreversible time. The processes
of taking a decision to act or not act involve dialogicality with oneself and negotiation both with self
and others.
I am interested in cultural organization of human lives at the intersection of cultural psychology and
semiotics. I study the ways in which persons become involved in complex human cultural practices
(such as fire dancing) that involve bodily commitment to potential harm while having the potential to
open up new experiences for both self and audience. I am completing my Masters thesis at Aalborg
University’s Program in Cultural Psychology and Social Practices.

How dialogicality can constitute relevance in motivating university
students?
Rebekka Mai Eckerdal
As a student it can be hard to stay motivated during an education and become necessary to consult
someone concerning this lack of motivation. But where do we turn to? We all live both in an internal
and external space, the first one inhabited by our self and the latter populated with other people,
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and can therefore come up with numerous ways to approach the status of unmotivatedness.
Coincidences between the person’s internal society and the larger society are bound to appear and
come out as solutions to feeling unmotivated and guide the present and future moves in the person’s
life course. By consulting the dialogical self the person become intentional and possibly motivated to
study once more. Here we need to look both at the inner and outer circumstances for what motivates
students within universities in order for the students to have relevant courses to become motivated
from.

Possible psychological implications of repeated mobility
Deborah Levitan
Formerly a minority, mobile families in Switzerland have recently become more numerous and
diverse. They represent an extreme case of mobility and as such, they come to question traditional
frames in psychology of studying migration as moving unilaterally from one country to another and
in terms of fixed and separated cultural groups and the very experience of belonging to a place. In
order to investigate how these migrants experience and strategize towards repeated mobility and
their short-term stay in Switzerland, the present research has interviewed families in different
Cantons in Switzerland, inviting family members to talk about their experiences and about how they
maintain a sense of self-continuity in this ever-increasing dialogue with new multiple social voices.
Here, I will present preliminary results and analysis of those interviews to discuss the possible
psychological implications raised by this form of mobility. Repeated mobility transforms the way
people relate with locality, home and familiarity, reshaping feelings of belonging and reinforcing a
perceived importance to build a “self-centered self” to transit between diverse sociocultural
contexts.

Intergenerational dialogical interaction:
The case of a Portuguese migrant family in Luxembourg
Stephanie Barros Coimbra, Isabelle Albert, Dieter Ferring
The DS theory recognizes the interaction between self and society. The basic nature of the human
condition is indeed to be in indefinite and constant interdependence with the existence of “the
other” and his or her experiences, thoughts, practices, as well as narratives. Yet, the character and
degree of these interdependencies vary and fluctuate across individuals, contexts, and cultures.
While the self happens in an individual’s mind as an internal dialogue, the external dialogue occurs
between people involved in overt interaction. Individuals make sense of their lives through narratives
of crucial experiences making external dialogue between people meaningful and easier to analyse.
The internal dialogue is not that easily tangible. Though, through an intergenerational interview
between an adult daughter and her mother, we will try to assess and identify their individual internal
dialogues within their narratives. Hence, to that end body language and behavioural indicators such
as face expressions or silent thinking will be used, which may help and serve as guidelines to
translate the intergenerational dialogical interaction between mother and adult child in a migrant
context.
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Negotiating education, society, and family within the self under the impact
of mundialization: A Senegalese and a French case
Larissa Haunhorst
The rapidly advancing process of globalization (mundialization) creates new conditions for people
living in rapidly changing societies to organize their relations with different aspects of society. This
study is based on qualitative questionnaires completed by young adults from one city in Senegal and
one in France with the aim of discovering the dialogical processes within the respondents’ selfreflections that coordinate their relations with society at large, education, and globalizing influences
within contemporary societies.

Night shift: A search for meaning through poetic instants, flow,
and experiences of vertical time
Christian Tangene
The expression “night shift” has many connotations and is a suitable metaphor for this paper in
multiple ways: for one, night is often associated with silence and solitude. It is mysterious due to the
lack of visual clarity; just like experiences of silence phenomena, it contains ineffable qualities that
make it linguistically inaccessible. During my journey across the Atlantic from Norway to South
America and further to the Brazilian Amazon, I wrote a diary. Three states of mind were salient during
my night shift from 04:00 to 9:00 leading the boat. I called these states of mind “the nodding state,”
“the daydreaming state,” and “the elaborating state” in order to differentiate my perceptions of time,
emotions, and regulation of thoughts. I am interested in the inherent search for meaning that
characterizes many people travelling, and my autoethnographic field notes serve as a platform to
further understand aesthetic experiences and the different ways in which silence phenomena relate
to dialogue during the process of making sense of solitude, my biography, and existential questions
about life in general.

Discussion
Olga Lehmann, Jaan Valsiner
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Symposium

DIALOGICALITY AND IMAGINATION

Sept. 9

Convener: Tania Zittoun
The possibility of the dialogicality of the self stems from the fact that humans can imagine.
Imagination has recently been brought to the fore in sociocultural psychology, as a dynamic which is
at the heart of human development as well as cultural transformation. In this symposium, we
examine how dialogical movement demands imagination and how imagination is always dialogical.
For this purpose, contributors to the Oxford handbook of culture and imagination (Zittoun &
Glaveanu, forthcoming) will present the conceptual, developmental, and empirical implications of
this exploration of dialogicality and imagination.

Dialogical relationship between open and closed infinities
Jaan Valsiner
Any dialogical relation involves dynamic—constantly transforming—parts of the system—here
designated as infinities. I will analyze the system of social suggestions encoded into ornamented
environment of human lives on the basis of the palmetto figure that prevails in human history from
Ancient Egypt to the present days. I will define two kinds of forms of infinities—open and closed—
and analyze their dynamic relation within ornaments.

Creative imagination: Towards new sociocultural horizons
Vlad Petre Glaveanu, Maciej Karwowski, Dorota M. Jankowska, Constance de Saint-Laurent
This presentation focuses on creative imagination. We argue that, in order to appreciate today’s close
association between imagination and creativity, we need first to consider the intellectual trajectory
of these concepts before and after the advent of “scientific” psychology. Using soci-cultural
perspectives in psychology, we challenge the easy assumption that creative imagination is all about
generating new, original or vivid images and, following the legacy of Vygotsky, we conceive of
creative imagination as both grounded in and constructive of experience. We use three simple
illustrations of children making drawings of Victory to introduce and discuss, comparatively, three
sociocultural approaches to (creative) imagination: the gap-filling, the loop, and the perspectival
model. We conclude by raising new questions about imagination as a dialogical, cultural,
developmental, and creative process.
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Dialogues of existential matter through imaginative play: A cultural life
course perspective
Pernille Hviid
The presentation investigates the dialogues between children when engaged in imaginative play. Our
focus in this investigation concerns the relationship between the lives the playing children live and
the play they build.
Our perspective emphasizes the existential dimension of the individual life course lived with others
in a sociocultural world. In this perspective, human beings cannot be understood independently of
the world in which they are already-always experientially and practical engaged. Being human
implies being concerned with and caring about one’s being-in-the-world. Through the life course, the
social environment and the person cultivate each other in order to make sense of life in collectively
and personally meaningful ways. Applied to the concept of play, this highlights that it must mean
something to be a living and playing being, and that this meaning, as it is experienced by the
intentional being, becomes part of the player’s being-in-the-world. In this perspective, play is not
conceptualized in relation to the development of predetermined functions but in relation to
children´s development as persons living with others.
This points to the processes where meaning making takes place through dialogues in play:
imaginative playing transcends the immediate context of the play and feeds back to the players as
engaged beings-in-the-world with others, contributing to the directionality of the cultural life course
on the social as well as personal levels.

Discussion: Imagination and dialogicality
Tania Zittoun
Based on a recent theorization of imagination in the life course (Zittoun & Gillespie, 2016), I will
bring the three papers into perspective and reflect upon some of their implications. In particular, I
will reflect on the limits of dialogicility and imagination and on the empirical implications of such
theorization for developmental psychology and for interventions.

X%
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X%
Paper

Dynamics of “Virtual Fictional and Factual Positioning”: Dialogical
self and the art of storytelling

Sept. 8

Forough Barani
“Virtual Fictional and Factual Positioning” (VFP), as a rapprochement between the two disciplines of
literature and psychology, is known as a compatible interdisciplinary approach for the study of the
dialogical self in literary narratives. In literate societies, novels illustrate part of the context of real
life, and thus a context within which selves shape their being. Bridging the self and culture, stories
are continuously constructed and reconstructed as part of everyday narratives. In this light, this paper
intends to examine the inter-relationship between the art of storytelling and identity formation
through self-narratives in selected novels of the contemporary American novelist, Paul Auster. The
mutual affiliation between the author’s answerability and his/her responsibility towards his/her hero
and the life of the hero in his/her fictional positioning, and on the other hand towards him/herself
and his/her own life in his/her factual positioning, forms the basis of the author’s artistic unique
position in the creative act. Literary art in this way is seen as a manifestation of real-life situations,
whereby the author builds up his/her identity in his/her narrative of the hero.

X%
Paper

Structuring visitor engagement: The public museum and the
dialogic self

Sept. 10

Conny Bogaard
Bakhtin’s concept of the dialogue has recently entered the museum world where it is sometimes
understood as a communication tool between museums and visitors. New models have been
proposed that redefine the historical notions of the museum - as a treasure trove, as a site for
transmitting knowledge, and the like. Nina Simon’s Participatory Museum, Alain the Botton’s Art
(Museum) as Therapist, and Orhan Pamuk’s Modest Manifesto for Museums, these models seek to
reestablish a connection with human relations through narrative form. However the social model
securely locks in the problem of representation. What is a museum to do? Drawing on diverse
aesthetic theorists and philosophers, I outline the problem and couch it within a rich conversation
about the ways in which such places operate in Western culture. With that framework in mind, I seek
to offer a radically dialogic vision of what a museum can be. Drawing on the thinking of Bakhtin I
extend that literary theorist’s work to the museum. While I note the potential for polyphony that the
material objects within a collection might engender, the real emphasis is on the more difficult
element of how visitor engagement is structured.
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Paper

Collaborative writing as human and post-human enterprise in a
knowledge economy

Sept. 8

George Boggs
Theory: We use the concept of the dialogical self to examine translocal, dialogic collaboration among
pre-tenure scholars in the context of reordering of knowledge via the demands of the knowledge
economy, defined as the reordering of knowledge into machine-readable formats. Globalization and
digital media transform the economic centers around which scholars must orient their research.
Centripetal and centrifugal forces in language mediate the conversion of rich psycho-social research
and writing experiences into publishable commodities. Method: The position of dialogical selves is
analyzed through auto-ethnography using field notes and collected drafts of manuscripts composed
collaboratively. These data are used to explore position leaps among dialogical selves. Conclusions:
Dialogical moves balance human goals of learning, developing concepts, and building relationships
with the post-human necessity of preparing knowledge for networked communities. We extend the
concept of position leaps to trouble the reach of the new work order into human communities by
affirming dialogical selfhood that resists reduction of identity and worth to machine-readable text
commodities.

X%
Paper

Dialogical self's round table: Who sits at it and where?

Sept. 9

Barbara Bokus, Marlena Bartczak, Agnieszka Szymańska
We propose a new method to measure distances between different I-positions in internal dialogue.
Subjects facing and then making a major life decision via internal dialogue can indicate the places of
different voices in the dialogical self’s structure. Subjects had to assign a place to themselves
(narrator I) and their imaginary interlocutors at a round table. The TABLE test used, a modified form
of the Semantic Distance Test (Bartczak, Bokus, 2013), was designed so that the distances between
the different I-positions could be coded numerically. Subjects are asked to imagine they are having a
party to which they invited all the voices taking part in the internal dialogue and then assigned them
places at a round table. The subjects write the guests’ names in the respective places at the table,
not forgetting themselves (host I, or narrator I) and the place where they would sit.
One study was conducted on 44 adults, half of whom practiced some form of meditation while the
other half did not. The results of the TABLE test revealed differences in the location of skeptical and
non-skeptical voices relative to the narrator I.
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Paper

Narrative fiction reading and career awareness: The impact of
fictional versus non-fictional stories on possible hoped-for and
feared future work selves

Sept. 8

Inge Brokerhof, Matthijs Bal, Paul Jansen, Omar Solinger
Fictional stories have the ability to transport us to imaginary worlds, thereby stimulating selfreflection and internal dialogue. This experimental study aimed to investigate the impact of stories
on students’ career awareness, measured by Possible Future Work Selves, using Herman’s dialogical
selves framework as theoretical foundation for psychological processing. British university students
(N = 204) participated in an online field experiment, using a between-subjects design with four
experimental conditions: (fiction versus non-fiction) x (positive versus negative work experience of
main character). The participants were first given a narrative to read, and then asked to write about
their future work selve(s), which could be either desired or feared selves. First analyses indicate that
reading about a character with a negative work experience resulted in significantly more descriptions
of feared selves. This study connected Herman’s Dialogical Selves theory with Possible Selves theory
of Markus and Nurius, showing that reading confrontational narratives can help student’s become
more aware of their feared selves, helping increase their career awareness.

X%
Paper

From meanings of old age to meaningful aging: The meanings of
aging well among aging Brazilian mothers and non-mothers

Sept. 10

Sara Chaves, Ana Cecília de Sousa Bastos
The aging issue has entered the agenda of Brazilian academic research more often after the
increased longevity of the population became evident. Thus, based on the perspective of the
dialogical self theory and of cultural psychology, this study aimed to analyze the changes occurring
in the self field, stressing the affective and dialogic-semiotic nature of self-regulatory processes
taking place when one enters the social category of "being old," involving the construction of new
meanings of the self and the world, toward aging well. The research followed a qualitative approach,
which included semi-structured interviews with five aging Brazilian mothers and non-mothers and a
focus group. The results indicated that, although usually framed in a homogeneous group, the person
who ages has heterogeneous characteristics. The conclusions indicated that the conflict of meanings
generated by ambivalence of “being old” vs. “not being old” has generated new ways of experiencing
old age among the participants, contributing to a transformation of the ideas of collective culture
about what it means to be old.

X%
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The disruptions in the internal dialogue in psychotic disorders
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Sept. 9

Agnieszka Chrzczonowicz-Stępień
According to the dialogical self theory, self is a dynamic organization of the self-positions between
which constant dialogue takes place. From that perspective psychosis can be understood as a
disturbance of the internal dialogue. The main goal was to investigate the relationship between the
interferences in the internal dialogue and psychotic disorders and to provide information on the
variability of the self-structure and narrative cohesion.
The first study involved 69 participants with psychotic disorder and 59 controls. By using a tool The
People I Could Be the awareness of subpersonalities was activated. The created narratives were
evaluated by judges. The second study involved 48 subjects with psychotic disorder and 53 healthy
individuals. The subjects were asked to complete Internal Dialogical Activity Scale, Self-Pluralism
Scale and Self-Knowledge and Self-Report Questionnaire.
Studies indicate that the main features that differentiates people with psychotic disorders from
healthy subjects are limitations in the self-structure and in the internal dialogue, especially limited
access to the self-positions. Results suggest that the dialogical psychotherapy may be effective.

X%
Paper

Dialogical self in Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart

Sept. 8

Mohammad Deyab
This paper attempts to read Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart in the light of Dialogical Self Theory
that has gained an increasing popularity at the hands of Hubert Hermans since the 1990s. According
to this theory, the self has different I- positions and perform inner dialogues between these positions.
The self, this theory argues, “has the capability to move spatially from one position to another
according to situational and temporal changes. It fluctuate[s] among different and even opposed
positions.” This is typically true of Okonkwo’s self, the protagonist of Things Fall Apart. Okonkwo’s
self-positions and its dialogical relations with his father, his women, his son and daughter and finally
with his village’s beliefs and values, show us the ways in which one’s self and culture interact with
each other through dialogical relationships. By analyzing Okonkwo’s behavior and reactions in all
these different situations of his life, the paper shows how Okonkwo’s self moves from one spatial
position to another in accordance with changes in his surrounding situations and time.
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Menopause and sexual satisfaction:
Narrative identity of Kenyan women

Sept. 10

Chika Eze, Janet Ogada, Anne Mbwayo
This paper presents aspects of an on-going Masters’ thesis which explores how the experiences of
menopause impact on Kenyan married women’s sense of self in the context of sexual intimacy with
their spouses.
Theory: theoretical framework that informs this study is voice-relational, emphasizing how women,
who experience menopause in their daily experiences of married life make sense of who they are
becoming in the face of sexual intimacy with their spouses. In this perspective, their voice
constructions expressing I-positions/poems are used to understand how these women construct ‘who
they are’, as well as ‘are becoming’.
Research design: a qualitative research that purposively sampled 12 married women living in Karen,
Nairobi – Kenya. Data was collected through interview narratives and focus group discussions.
Thematic analysis is used to explore the women’s I-positions/poems. Attention is paid to the voices
with which these women construct their sense of self, exploring multivoiced of agreement and
disagreement including contradictions and conflict.
Findings: The preliminary findings reveal that the experiences of menopause impact on women’s
sexual identity, particularly as they present themselves as struggling to enjoy sexual intimacy with
their spouses; even to the point that a majority of the participants express that their spouses seem to
seek alternate sources for sexual satisfaction.
Conclusion: this paper recommends that advocacy program be initiated to promote women’s selfawareness and self-care based on the possible impact of menopause on their sexual identity.

X%
Paper

The dialogical self in the space of educational subcultures

Sept. 9

Galina Fofanova
Theoretical background: the principle of interdetermination (Bandura); polyphony of voices, and the
idea of features of scientific and humanitarian thinking (Bakhtin); the concept of the dialogical self
(Hermans); the linguistic relativity hypothesis (Sapir, & Whorf); the idea of “sharing and contact
zones” in modern physics (Gallison); 6) the position of the “dialogism” of mathematics (Kolmogorov);
a view of the relationship between the cultures of the natural sciences and the humanities (Snow);
the concept of pidgin and creole languages (Hagege).
The definition of the dialogical self has been updated based on the content of our study. The
dalogical self – a unique dynamic multiplicity of I-positions in the interaction with the real or
imaginary Other. It is mediated by language and practices embodied in the text of a specific narrative
configuration. It is co-determinated by the context of situation, biography, and subculture, and
influenced by social and general cultural contexts.
Methods: interview, narrative analysis, content analysis, statistics.
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Results. The features of the organization of autobiographical narratives, especially meaningful use of
metaphors and nominalization as a tool of the creation and manifestation of the dialogical self, due
to belonging to a subculture of education. The mechanisms of subcultural interdetermination of the
dialogical self in the field of education: pidginization and creolization.

X%
Paper

The dialogical self at work in the practice of Harkness Table
discussion in the classroom

Sept. 9

Christian Gregory
Developed in the 1930’s at Phillips Exeter Academy, The Harkness method is a seminar based
methodology in which 15 students sit around a table and participate in an active discussion. The
teacher, outside the circle, initiates, redirects, and notates the discussion. After 45 minutes, the
teacher then leads a metareflective discussion about the dynamics at the table. Harkness is practiced
day in and day out and the practice itself of student driven discussion and metareflection on the
discussion leads toward an coalition of positions at the table: some, shifting I-positions, others metapositions. This paper hopes to explore the ways in which dialogical self theory reveals itself in the
intersubjective nature of Harkness Table discussion. My paper will draw from my study of college
freshman in NYC over the course of 2015-16 in the study of two novellas, Gabriel Garcia Marquez’s
Chronicle of a Death Foretold and Toni Morrison’s The Bluest Eye. The paper may also feature
interviews with teachers in practice of the method in the US. Theoretically, I will pull from Hermans,
Bakhtin, and Vygotsky, as well as the tradition of Harkness discussion from Phillips Exeter Academy.

X%
Paper

Does language trigger a pattern of thinking about the self? An
analysis of cross-cultural research including Poles and Chinese

Sept. 8

Arkadiusz Gut, Michał Wilczewski, Fan Zhenxu
There are two central theoretical concepts on which our research into the influence of language on
understanding the self is based.
The first one is that there is a significant link between second-order thinking and language. In this
context, it is assumed that “reflexive thoughts can only be possible if the target thoughts have
vehicles that allow them to be the objects of further thoughts” (Bermúdez, 2003: 159), and that much
of human conscious thinking is necessarily conducted in the medium of natural-language sentences
(cf. Carruthers, 1996: 228-230). By the same token, we it is clamed that a constitutive component of
thinking about mental states is natural language and self-talk mediates the emergence of selfawareness, which—as a result—makes an inner dialogue crucial for discovering the self (cf.
Carruthers, 1996, 1998; Clark, 1998, 2006; Bermúdes, 2003, Morin 2005, 2006).
According to the second theoretical concept, there are sound reasons for distinguishing East Asian
culture from Western culture in the aspect of understanding the self, the ways of perspective taking,
and positioning the self in relation to others. In this context, it is e.g. stressed that self-
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representations of East Asians are more interdependent than those of Westerners, and that selfrepresentations of Westerners are more independent than those of East Asians. There are hypotheses
formulated that Chinese would be less “egocentric” when taking a perspective, i.e. they would not be
distracted by their own point of view, and when performing tasks requiring perspective taking—they
would first of all take into account the perspectives of others. At the same time, it is assumed that
Chinese—as opposed to Americans or Europeans—tend to define their selves in relation to others
(Hofstede, 2001; Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Keysar, Lin & Barr, 2003; Robertson et al., 2001; Wu &
Keysar, 2007).
Assuming, on one hand, that experiencing the self takes place through an inner-talk with use of selfstatements (i.e. with the involvement of language) and, on the other, that cultural factors embodied
in language shape the self, we have assumed that certain linguistic modifications may serve to reveal
the extent to which language triggers cultural scripts and the degree to which culture-specific factors
are embodied in a specific language. To do so, we have built two groups of Polish and Chinese
respondents who are proficient in both Polish and Chinese.
In our research, we have used a Polish and Chinese version of a Self-Construal Scale (Singelis 1994)
and Self-Talk Scale (Brinthaupt et all 2000). A group of Chinese respondents studying Polish
Philology in Beijing and a group of Polish respondents studying Sinology in Warsaw (altogether
n=60) have first been asked to fill in the scales in one language and after a month—in another one.
We will present the results of our research. We believe that such kind of research will enable us to
show how far the subjective experience of talking to oneself, known as inner dialogue or private
speech, takes place in the natural language that we use to communicate, and how far the cultural
scripts, which are embodied in that language, shape our grasping, understanding and construing of
our own model of the self.

X%
Paper

Jasmine and the rendering of meaning through dialogue
and a Third Culture lens

Sept. 10

Lora Hawkins
Third Culture Kids (TCK) are a growing subgroup of students, who spend all or part of their
developmental years abroad and are consequently engaged in constant dialogue between and among
their home, guest, and created cultures.
Bakhtin (1981) reminds us that all meaning is made in a living context, which suggests that these
students’ abilities to create meaning is intimately, and dialogically, tied to their identities as TCKs.
As such, over the course of several weeks, students analyzed poetry using a traditional literary
criticism lens, no formal lens, and a “Third Culture lens,” where students were asked explicitly to
enter into a dialogue with their identities as TCKs and the text.
Based off the initial findings—in this specific study looking at specific students in a specific context—
there are implications that having TCKs dialogically connect literature to their encounters abroad
might enrich their reading experiences supporting the claims that self is a product of selective
attention paid to objects and relationships (James 1890); and that an individual must mitigate
multiple cultural positions into a single and whole being (Fecho & Clifton 2016).

X
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Paper

Psychological acculturation process and career course
of a Japanese background woman in the UK

Sept. 8

Masanori Ishimori
After the mid-seventies Japanese women emigrated from their home country which was already a big
economic power. Therefore in their acculturation process, they could view their host culture and their
original culture on an equal basis. But they had to stop pursuing their career in Japan by their
emigration from Japan. Our analysis was focused on the acculturation process of participant Y. Life
history interviews with participant Y were conducted in February 2008 and September 2012. The
analysis of the interview data by using Trajectory equifinality model (Sato, 2006) showed that the
period of her acculturation process are classified into two periods. During the first period which is
short, she had stayed in the UK as a student. The long second period started at the point of her
marriage with a Chinese British man. During the period she suffered from stressful events for a long
time, such as troubles in the life with her husband’s big family, her job in the family-run Chinese
restaurant, and child-raising. After twelve years, she stabilized her life and mental status with social
support by her husband and daughters, and she finally started to think about developing her own
career.

X%
Paper

A Bakhtinian study of socio-historical chronotopes in the Bani
of Guru Nanak, Kabir and Sant Ravidas in the Guru Granth Sahib

Sept. 8

Jaswinder Singh Jassa
Bakhtin and his dialogic theory is intrumental in understanding and examining the role of dialogic
space and time in the sociocultural making of the Bhakti period in medival India. Guru Nanak, Kabir,
and Sant Ravidas are the imortant dialogic voices in the Guru Granth Sahib (a revolutionary poetic
scripture compiled during the various phases of medieval history of India) and who had also, during
their life time, through their revolutionary voices infused a sense of liberty and laughter in the
people (Rabelaisian challenge) against the authoritative and hierarchical forces of the time. As
Bakhtin's chronotopes are charged with dialogue, values, emotions, renewed meaning, and
Rabelaisian challenge, the study will manifest its theoretical usage in the illustrations from Guru
Granth Sahib. The current study will examine the nature of dialogic chronotopes in the speeches of
Guru Nanak, Kabir, and Sant Ravidas. Though Bakhtin holds some rigid views on the nature of
dialogic potentiality in poetic forms and scriptural writings, the present study will assist in
understanding the role of socio-historical chronotopes in the Guru Granth Sahib as the makers and
markers of history.
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Paper

The use of a Self-Narrative Editing Worksheet (SNEW) for the
construction of the flexible self and competencies in career
learning: An application of the dialogical self theory

Sept. 8

Yayoi Kitamura
Although the recent policy of the Japanese government has been to strongly promote the utilization
of women in the work place, the complexities and unpredictability of the modern labour market
poses a significant challenge to female students in navigating and achieving their career goals
successfully. They therefore must develop their career specifically by acknowledging their workable
competencies and by constructing flexible identities.
In an effort to assist students to implement this task, I devised in 2007, and have since used as a
teaching material in some liberal arts classes, the Self-Narrative Editing Worksheet (SNEW). This
worksheet is meant to help students recognize and develop flexible competencies that they can
make use of in their career in order to realize their aspirations. In the process of completing the
worksheet, the students are required, first, to recollect their important life history experiences and
plot them as an unfolding narrative sequence comprised of ups and downs on the worksheet, second,
to succinctly rephrase in a small set of words the meaning of what they experienced, and, third, to
creatively formulate their competencies by attempting to select and integrate those rephrased
experiences as part of their identities, so that they become capable of discovering the flexible and
marketable competencies that were unknown even to themselves and recognizing the
multidimensionality of their self.
In this paper, I introduce and explicate the SNEW and attempt to interpret the its structure and use as
an application of the dialogical self theory, which offers a robust framework assuming a
multidimensional and flexible nature of individuals. Lastly, I present some findings that resulted from
my analysis of the data from 148 SNEWs.

X%
Paper

Developing analytic strategies for grasping three-dimensional
meaning making of the life course

Sept. 10

Maija Korhonen, Katri Komulainen
Dialogical researchers have proposed a new theoretical foundation for the psychology of life course
(e.g. Zittoun et al., 2013) which sees a person’s life moving along three intertwining dimensions:
time, space and degrees of reality. Yet, analytical strategies for identifying and analyzing the
complexities of the three-dimensional meaning making of the life course are not fully developed.
Based on a case study of a life course interview, we explore the adoption of disabled identity as
developmental transition, which involve processes of identity transformation, learning and further
meaning making. Our analysis shows that the adoption of disabled identity occurs in movements in
and between the frames of “the disabled” and “the healthy” (as I-positions). This movement involves
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dialogues 1) between the past, present and future self (imaginative and concrete Me-positions), 2)
with significant and generalized “others” (e.g. a group of peers in rehabilitation, “healthy people”) and
3) social comparison through cultural disability categories (e.g. a “victim” and a “survivor”). In sum,
the adoption of disabled identity as developmental transition can be conceptualized as a multi-vocal
process of self-organization assisted by dialogical “others”.

X%
Paper

The contribution of self-reflection and inner dialogue
to ego development

Sept. 9

Vasily Kostenko, Dmitry Leontiev, Dmitry Astretsov
The focus of the study is the relationship between personality development and mechanisms of selfreflection and inner dialogue. Our understanding is based on J. Loevinger’s (1976) theory of ego
development stages and D. Leontiev’s (2009) differential self-reflection model. 262 participants of
student summer school in Russia, aged from from 14 to 25 (M = 20.03, SD = 3.92), were tested twice
on a battery of measurement scales, including, i.a.: (1) the modified P. Oles’s Inner Dialogical Activity
Scale (Astretsov & Leontiev, 2015); (2) the Differential Self-Reflection Inventory (Leontiev & Osin,
2014); (3) the Russian version of J. Loevinger’s Washington University Sentence Completion Test. The
contribution of inner dialogue becomes visible from Stage E5 (Self-awareness), marked by the
awareness of individual differences. However, at this stage the impact of self-reflection was mostly
negative. Participants classified at this stage were significantly higher on rumination, inner dialogical
activity, and neuroticism. Positive aspects of self-reflection were characteristic of the next stage, E6
(Conscientiousness). The data reveal the mutual relevance of both approaches and the prospect of
their synthesis.

X%
Paper

Negotiating professional identity: Pre- and in-service teachers’
experiences in focus

Sept. 8

Katrin Kullasepp, Aivi Toompalu, Äli Leijen
The presentation introduces the results of a study on teachers’ professional identity development.
Using the dialogical self theory (DST; H. Hermans 2001) and the sociocultural semantic mediational
perspective (Valsiner & Rosa 2007), the development of professional identity can be seen as a
process of meaning making that is revealed through the use of semantic tools when interpreting
different (professional) experiences. More precisely, the study aimed to shed light on the role of
experiences during the process of becoming a professional teacher. For that purpose, the study
focused on pre- and in-service teachers’ professional role expectations and related feelings when
solving pedagogical dilemmas. Data were collected from 102 pre- and 90 in-service teachers. The
current presentation reports how pre- and in-service teachers solved pedagogical dilemmas in terms
of communicating professional role expectations and related feelings, how pre- and in-service
teachers differed in the feelings they reported and the solutions they gave when solving pedagogical
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dilemmas, and how the communication of professional role expectations and feelings were related to
pre- and in-service teachers’ work experience. In brief, this study revealed several similarities and
differences between pre- and in-service teachers’ solving of ambivalent pedagogical situations.
Differences were found between these two groups regarding the communication of professional role
expectations (e.g., solving the dilemmas that were directly related to the act of teaching), with regard
to the expression of feelings when solving pedagogical situations involving teaching situations.
Finally, the implications of the study for initial and continuing teacher education programs are
presented.

X%
Paper

Strategy meetings and dialogicality:
An analysis of the dynamics I- and we-positions, ’inner-Others’
and multivoicedness in group context

Sept. 10

Pekka Kuusela, Pasi Hirvonen
The goal of our paper is to explore multivoicedness in the context of public organization by using
recordings of two actual strategy discussions as data. Based on the tradition of dialogism, we
conceptualize strategy meetings as multivoiced organizational discourses, which are formed of
different interacting and developing voices. The paper deals with the general theoretical and
philosophical questions related to analysis of group action from the standpoint of I-mode and wemode, which refers to the difference of acting as a group member (we-positions) versus as a private
person (I-positions). Methodologically the purpose of our paper is to expand the three-step method
on multivoicedness of self developed by Aveling, Gillespie and Cornish (2014) to the group context.
The analysis aims to show, how the members of strategy meetings use I-mode and we-mode
positioning in group context in order to defend their personal views or construct an organizational
identity during the discussions. According to our analysis, flexibility in changing the perspective and
the number of inner-Others or third parties is essential for dialogicality in group context.

X%
Paper

Dialogism as a necessary factor in the development of subjectivity
and Self-Identity – A dialogue or an argument between Buber
and Lévinas

Sept. 10

Jan Kutnik
In my paper I would like to refer to the philosophical sources of dialogical thinking about the man.
According to the philosophers of dialogue, dialogical nature is one of the most important factors
which constitute subjectivity/agency. This thesis has been accepted by both Buber and Lévinas, but
there was also an argument between them concerning the core character of dialogical Self. They
both found in dialogism a feature that defines the open and authentic subjectivity. Therefore, it can
be assumed that, to some extent, they understood it in a quite similar way. They gave it, however, a
radically different meaning while considering the issue of the development of subjectivity. In the
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following paper I would like to outline these theoretical considerations. I will present a brief analysis
of the dispute and restore the arguments for both theorists, so that it may be seen as a virtual
dialogue between them. Buber was convinced that the relational/dialogical Self is "natural" or
"inherent". He believed that every man comes into the world as being already fully open, "childishly"
trusting and dialogical. Lévinas contrastingly claimed that initially any human individual can exist
only as the Same, an egoistic Monad, a Self interested only in its existence and in satisfying the
needs by "grabbing" the whole world for itself. The presented dispute can be expressed in a question:
whether dialogism is "given" or it is a "task" to be completed by the man. I would like to note that
these claims about the origins of dialogical Self may be "postponed" in the language of psychological
research, considering the development of personality, for example, referring to the category of
maturity.

X%
Paper

Understanding the ambivalence of contemporary national
identities from the perspective of dialogic self theory

Sept. 9

Thomas Kühn
Due to the greater importance of transnational structures and interactions and related public
discourse on globalization, national identity becomes more and more ambivalent. On the one hand,
modern citizens see themselves as part of a nation and experience related emotions. On the other
hand, feelings of “being national” are strongly related to nationalist ideologies in public discourse.
Citizens of contemporary societies easily struggle when they reflect on their national belonging.
Based on several qualitative interview studies that were conducted by the author in Germany, Brazil
and Australia, it will be argued why contemporary national identities have to be understood as
ambivalent and based on different internal voices which often represent contradictory accounts to
the meaning of nationality for contemporary life, linked to different normative expectations and
narratives. Whereas in traditional cross-cultural psychology, these multitude of internal voices is
made invisible behind imagined homogenous cultural entities, Dialogic Self Theory offers an
adequate theoretical framework to reveal the complexity of contemporary national identity
constructions.

X%
Paper

A multivoiced nonviolent identity in a time of terror: a case study

Sept. 10

Tomas Lindgren
This paper aims to examine the identity of a Muslim proponent of nonviolence: Maulana Wahiduddin
Khan, a well-known Islamic scholar who has received numerous accolades for his peace work. The
study is based on seven in-depth interviews, transcriptions of several of Khan’s speeches, and a
number of his published books and articles. The material was subjected to narrative analysis and
hermeneutic interpretation. The framework of analysis combines life story theory of identity and
dialogical self theory. The results of the analysis showed, among other things, that Khan’s narrated
self is informed by myths and stories available in the Indian cultural context. A multitude of voices
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were detected in his life story; for example, “the pacifist”, “the political activist”, “the political
quietist”, “the respected Islamic scholar” and “the religious reformer”. Jesus and Mahatma Gandhi
serve as two important promoter positions who create order in the multiplicity of voices and give
direction to Khan’s development. As role models and inspirers, they communicate nonviolent values
that integrate spiritual and socially engaged aspects of Khan’s identity.

X%
Paper

Position tone: A new aspect of the dialogical self theory

Sept. 10

Izabela Mamcarz, Piotr Mamcarz
Position tone is a new theoretical construct, which will be presented by the author. It has been
developed on the basis of the dialogical self theory. The addition of this issue is an attempt to show
the impact of a certain position. Every I-position is characterized by emotional and semantic features
that may be important to the person’s functioning and to his or her behavior in society and in the
surrounding reality. It is assumed that every I-position, which functions in a specific meaning system,
may be characterized by a position tone. It is described in terms of three dimensions: positive–
negative, chaotic–orderly, and strong–weak. They can be measured by means of the Position Tone
Method, which is built in reference to the Self-Confrontation Method and the Personal Position
Repertoire (Hermans). It allows us to identify and analyze a particular I-position that has a main tone,
which makes it useful as an additional aspect of the Self-Confrontation Method and potentially
helpful in other studies on the dialogical self.
Paper

A dialogic analysis of the development of dialogic selves
and the negotiation of transcultural identities
through the experience of formal debate

Sept. 9

Catherine Matsuo
This paper demonstrates the linguistic manifestations and dimensions of dialogic selves in a
Japanese university course studying formal debate. I use an analytic framework derived from
Bakhtin’s linguistic and metalinguistic theory (summarized below) to analyse all utterances from the
15-week debate course. I claim that Richardson’s (1998) first three notions of the self (Hermans &
Hermans-Konopka, 2009) do not coincide with their Japanese “counterparts,” which have been
differently historically and discursively created: the modern notion of the self as self-contained
individualism is differently inflected in Japan, where Enlightenment ideas arrived late, were imported
for nation-building, and intermingled with very different cultural traffic lines (e.g., Shinto and
Confucian discourses). However, dialogic analysis of the debate course demonstrates the
development and dimensions of the dialogic self as elaborated by Hermans and Hermans-Konopka
(2009). The debate speech genre should be highly dialogic, but not if taught using the reigning
structuralist paradigm. This study’s non-linear, dialogic pedagogy demonstrates how the teacher and
learners move in the dialogic borderzones of language as a system.
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X%
Paper

Self-motives and their relation to intraception:
From cognitive theory to DST

Sept. 9

Łukasz Miciuk
The latest data suggest that there exist individual differences in the intensity of four cardinal selfmotives, namely: self-enhancement, self-verification, self-assessment, and self-improvement. Since each
self-motive organizes the self-concept in a different way, it is intriguing what is the relationship
between the structure of self-motives and intraception, defined by Murray as a tendency to “engage in
attempts to understand one’s own behavior and the behavior of others”. A hundred young Polish
adults completed two questionnaires: the Adjective Check List by Gough and Heilbrun (which
includes Intraception Scale) and the Self-Motive Items by Gregg, Hepper, and Sedikides. The data was
analyzed using k-means clustering. The study revealed specific patterns of self-motives
corresponding to high and low levels of intraception. The findings are discussed in relation to the
dialogical self theory (e.g., confrontational dialogues and temporal dialogues). DST-based
interpretations give rise to new ideas of how self-motives manifest themselves in one’s thoughts and
how dialogical activity may foster the creation of the so-called adequate (i.e., “real,” “true”) self.
Paper

An integrative dialogical method for the study of the construction
of teacher identity. Application to a professional transition case
study

Sept. 8

Carles Monereo, Crista Weise
This study aims to demonstrate the suitability of an alternative dialogical research method, which we
have called the Evicoidal Method (EM), for the analysis of the teacher identity construction. Based on
Hermans and colleagues’ dialogical self theory, the EM involves examining how teachers
(re)construct their identity positions through obtaining evidence from the institutional, interpsychological and intra-psychological levels of activity.
The EM was applied to an educational transition case study in which the subject was followed during
12 months. The educational transition consisted in changing from teaching in early childhood
education in a public institution to teaching at the primary level in a private institution. A
combination of tools was employed: Journey Plot and Elicitation cards, analysis of activity systems,
sequences of interaction, and the Personal Position Repertoire.
The results provide evidence of the construction of a new “strategic” identity position related to
classroom behaviour management, produced in response to a series of decisive critical incidents.

X%
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Paper

Dialogue in the making of social representations: Children and
domestic workers in the Cypriot context

Sept. 9

Fryni Mylona, Vlad Petre Glaveanu
This presentation builds on the dialogical approach to social representations and enriches it with the
study of positions and perspective-taking in an effort to place self–other dialogues at the core of
knowledge construction in everyday life. It stems from a case study of Cypriot children’s developing
social representations of housekeepers living and working in the family home. It is argued not only
that children often struggle to construct and communicate representations of this presumably
“familiar” yet “foreign” other, but also that their representations reveal a complex dialogue between
positions and perspectives forged within specific relational contexts. In particular, we focus on the
role of perspective-taking in representing otherness and on the multiple ways in which it contributes
to children’s understanding of the housekeeper as well as themselves and their family. It is argued
that the capacity to develop meta-perspectives and engage in reflexivity represents not only a
developmental but also a sociocultural achievement, nourished by dialogical encounters between
self and other. We conclude by returning to the general theoretical framework and showing that
social representations are never homogenous or uniform carriers of knowledge; they are perspectival
constructions actively shaped by dialogues, debate, and, in the case of domestic workers, oftentimes
by symbolic forms of absence.

X%
Paper

Resettlement in Canada: A feminist dialogic encounter with
refugee women

Sept. 8

Christine Nabukeera
Along with voluntary repatriation and local integration, resettlement is recognized as one of the
durable solutions to protracted refugee situations. In my study, I examined how refugee women, who
have experienced violent displacement, manage the resettlement process and reconstruct new
identities in Canada. Although extensive research on violent displacements exists, little is known
about the women fleeing sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). Self-reported effects of violent displacement on
women and how to address its consequences have yet to be given much attention in social work
research (Loughry, 2008).
Using a feminist dialogical approach to qualitative research, I discuss how resettlement can be
facilitated by an approach that views the world as “multi-voiced” and takes into account participants’
perspectives, transcends fixed assumptions and embraces points of view that embody collective
voices, including the dialogic shifting of subjectivity developed by Hadjukowiski-Ahmed and writings
by Sullivan, complemented by the African concept of Ubuntu that enhances the collective dimension
of dialogue.
A feminist dialogical approach to practice regards the face-to-face encounter as a site of ethical
responsibility towards the other. Such a theorization implies that the relationship between self and
other underscores responsibility as central to a justice oriented practice. Using Bakhtin’s concept of
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otherness and Levinas’ “infinite” other, I created dialogic spaces to foreground my ethical
responsibility to the other. Notions of the infinite other and otherness allowed me to pay attention to
silent voices while acknowledging the limitations of my conceptions and knowledge claims.

X%
Paper

Environmental risk factors for people living with traumatic rape
experiences in Bo, Sierra Leone

Sept. 9

Elizabeth Ngozi Okpalaenwe
This paper presents aspects of a dr. thesis which explored the environmental possible risk factors and
their effects on rape survivals. Accordingly, the study paid attention to the survival strategies
employed by the participants. The participants were three girls and three married women randomly
selected from Bo community in the Southeast of Sierra Leone.
Theory: Person Centred Theory guided this study, with emphasis on respecting human dignity and
right. Environment factors affect organismic self which prevent one from regaining ones actualizing
tendency.
Method: Data collection was through qualitative method.
Design: Mixed method research design was adopted through which structured questionnaires and
structured interview were conducted.
Data collection: A structured questionnaire was constructed as the research instrument to collect
data from the Girls on the Street, while structured interview guide was designed to collect data from
married women.
Data Analysis: The data collected through structured questionnaires were analyzed and interpreted
using the tool of SPSS to present it in percentages and frequencies and compared with the data
collected through interview which were analyzed using themes.
Findings: The finding exposed the ills in the society where women were not allowed to make
decisions for themselves or talk about oppressive environment they lived in.
Conclusions: In the light of these findings this paper recommends: that environmental and cultural
barriers that affect raped people requires continuous research for complete eradication.

X%
Paper

The dialogical self, ego strengths, and subjective quality of life
in adolescents

Sept. 8

Maria Oleś, Mariusz Woźny
The paper aims at answering the following question: How is dialogical activity related to personal
maturity and well-being in adolescents? Ego strengths are understood in accordance with Erikson’s
definition, as ego virtues crucial for psychosocial adjustment and well-being. Quality of life is “an
individual’s perception of their position in life in the context of the culture and value systems in
which they live and in relation to their goals, expectations, standards, and concerns” (WHOQOL
Group, 1995). It encompasses basic domains of life: Being – who one is, Belonging – connections
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with one’s environment, and Becoming – achieving personal goals and aspirations. The participants
were Polish adolescents (N = 90), and the methods used were the following: the Internal Dialogical
Activity Scale (IDAS) by Oleś, the Psychosocial Inventory of Ego Strengths (PIES) by Markstrom et al.,
and the Quality of Life Profile – Adolescent Version (QOLP-AV) by Raphael et al. The results will
show the relationships between dialogicality, ego strengths, and quality of life. They will also answer
the question of whether multidimensional quality of life (high in all domains) corresponds with a
higher level of dialogicality than unidimensional quality of life (based on one dimension).

X%
Paper

An outline of a phenomenological theory of internal dialogues
and their functions

Sept. 9

Piotr Oleś
The aim of this paper is twofold: to present the psychological functions of internal dialogues, and to
connect two theories by H. Hermans: the self-narrative theory and the dialogical self theory. The
main functions of the self as an integrated system of personal meanings are action and reflection.
The person (re)constructs self-narratives thanks to dialogical self-reflection. Ten questions lead to
show the functions of internal dialogues: (1) Why is our internal dialogical activity important and
what for? (2) What do we gain by conducting internal dialogues? (3) What do we mentally contact our
close relatives for? (4) What do we gain by conducting mental conversations with a desired and
unreachable person? (5) What do we conduct internal dialogues with our dead close person(s) for? (6)
What do we mentally contact unknown or strange persons for? (7) What do we need our internal
dialogues with celebrities for? (8) What do we need our internal dialogues with authorities for? (9)
What are we looking for when we contact our imagined friends or advisors? (10) Do we really need
temporal internal dialogues – what for? Summing up the 10 functions of internal dialogues, they
serve to ensure a sense of security, unity, and meaning (SUM).

X%
Paper

Academic motivation through the lens of the dialogical self theory

Sept. 9

Anita Pipere
The purpose of this presentation is to explore the affective indices and personal meanings associated
with students’ personal positions in academic life characteristic for different types of academic
motivation. With reference to the self-determination theory, the fulfillment of autonomy,
competence, and relatedness can produce self-determined behaviours or intrinsic academic
motivation, whereas the thwarting of these needs results in non-self-determined behaviours or
extrinsic academic motivation. Assumingly, the types of academic motivation associated with
different levels of autonomy, competence, and relatedness could be related to particular
configurations of affective indices (self-enhancement, contact with others, and positive/negative
affect) and to specific places of certain personal positions among other positions in the context of
the dialogical self. Graduate students (N = 128) were asked to complete (1) the college version of
Academic Motivation Scale (Vallerand et al., 1992), (2) the modified Self-Confrontation Method
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(Hermans, 1996) in order to reveal the important experiences in the students’ life in general and
during graduate studies, and (3) the Personal Position Repertoire (Hermans, 2001) so as to analyse
the meanings associated with different personal positions related to academic life. Both the
quantitative and qualitative data analysis contributed to the understanding of relationship patterns
between the variables mentioned. The findings confirm the hypothesis of complex relationships
between the type of academic motivation connected with the level of behavioral self-determination,
affective indices, and personal meanings associated with graduate students’ positions in academic
life. The obtained results may help to develop more effective teaching strategies and institutional
support for graduate students.

X%
Paper

The encased portrait of dialogical transition

Sept. 10

Gale Richardson
This paper explores identities enclosed within their own portraits and the problems that arise when
residing in the trace of a reversible past. History is a necrology; necrology lists the dead within a
particular time period. I define a necrological identity as a person of the present residing in a
reversible past period of his or her choosing, participating in necrological discourse devoid of
interlocutors. Necrological discourse suppresses personal discourse of the present and is devoid of
personal reason from a just interlocutor, who links the past to the present through justice for
humanity. This paper examines people who begin the journey in choosing to reside in the trace of a
reversible past with no linkage to the present. In this mental journey, they reduce the interlocutor to
concepts of that time period only, while reducing themselves to past deeds and accomplishments.
Thus, they ultimately become dead souls, which means denunciation toward anything or anyone
around them. I demonstrate there is a small window of time for a person within the trace of a
reversible past to commune with a just interlocutor. This designated interlocutor generates a face-toface dialectic of multiple views from an imagined, internal dialogue, which then emerges into
external, present dialogue. I argue that lingering in the face of an impenetrable countenance of
dialogical discourse provides a path of reflection to the present by those who still return to
themselves. I call for society to enter a place of cognizance in recognizing how to penetrate the
enclosure of such identities encased within their own portraits.

X%
Paper

The Indian adolescent's negotation with the global: Implications
for the self in dialogue

Sept. 8

Sakshi Sharda
Globalization has opened up avenues for adolescent aspirations. The adolescent stage is when
expectations and social rules are respected, but at the same time there is a tension as aspirations are
more imaginative. This study uses the Personal Position Repertory for understanding multiplicity in
voices by examining the conflict between positions that are, for instance, traditional – mythological
or religious – in contrast to positions that are modern – rational and scientific. The PPR was
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administered to 30 participants aged 15-17 years, from rural India. The results demonstrate a variety
of positions, as new individual and collective identities were seen to emerge. The Indian adolescent
is highly embracing of the diversity of other cultures where there was non-acceptance of traditional
disparities and new forms of justice were accepted. The idea of localization or home extended to
cultural norms as well as to individual fantasies. The results also show the significance of
interdependence of relations and individual autonomy, with a drive for collective autonomy. The PPR
presents a micro-analysis of the pluralism apparent in the negotiation of the global voices that
construct the self.

X%
Paper

Multivoicedness, the Other and the question of national identit
in Philipp Meyer's "The Son"

Sept. 8

Robert Sikora
The paper will propose an analysis of The Son, a historical fiction and family saga by contemporary
American writer, Philipp Meyer.
The novel will be interpreted as a textual landscape of mind where the dialogue between narrative
positions is promoted also on the structural level of alternating chapters. The narrator of each
chapter will be shown to add a different voice to the exchange of perspectives which reflect the
protagonists' experience of the changing of eras in the Texan and American history.
Dialogical self theory will be employed in analyzing the mechanism of the said dialogical construct,
e.g.: describing the effects of the decentralizing movements and the role of third positions in writing
the protagonists and problematizing the uniformity of national identity. Mikhail Bakhtin’s concept of
the polyphonic novel and the reader response theory will also be referenced to discuss the use of
polyphony as a literary strategy in general.
The author will claim that the introduced multivoicedness and presenting protagonists as others in
themselves provokes a renegotiation of the American identity and the role of the other in its shaping.

X%%
Paper

How can we study the polyphony of meanings?

Sept. 9

Iryna Staragina
The aim of our research is to study the expressive behaviour of junior schoolchildren while trying to
reconstruct the non-verbal context in relation to a given verbal interaction, where this interaction
gets meaningful (i.e., within the solving of a dramatic task). Our research is based on the culturalhistorical approach to the development of consciousness (Lev Vygotsky, Mikhail Bakhtin, Vladimir
Zinchenko).
The research methods were: an experiment and a content analysis of children’s written speech. While
solving the dramatic task, the children made three steps, which helped them to extract meaning from
a situation of action:
1) a situation of meaning;
2) an utterance about the meaning;
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3) an utterance about the meaning of the utterance.
The reconstruction of the non-verbal context during the solving of the dramatic task made it possible
to make the utterance action – and not the speech action – the object of analysis. If the speech
action is connected with the expression of speech genres, then the utterance action is connected
with the direct expression of communication participants. The differentiation between the utterance
action and the speech action is useful for the understanding of the fact that the polyphony of
meanings may be present in consciousness as the indivisibility of one’s own and alien meaning or the
past and the present meaning, and at the same time as the inability to merge these meanings for
oneself.

X%
Paper

The relationship between multiple selves, self-esteem
and identity

Sept. 9

Takeshi Sugiura
Objective: At the previous conference on the dialogical self, I proposed the theory of “multiple selves
that emerge from a circular process” (Sugiura, 2014). In the theory, I assume that we can recognize
multiple selves in various positions (for example, self as a university teacher and self as a husband).
The balance and the relations between the selves determine self-esteem and identity. The purpose of
this study was to investigate the relationship between multiple selves, self-esteem, and identity.
Methods: The subjects were 196 university students. They answered a simple question about their
self-esteem (1 = low, 10 = high) and completed the Multidimensional Ego Identity Scale (MEIS; Tani,
2001). They also evaluated the degree to which the factors important for university students, such as
their studies, human relationships at the university, or family relationships, were going well (present
state of the important factor, PS; 1 = not going well, 5 = going well). They also evaluated the
subjective influence of each factor on their self-esteem (influence on self-esteem, ISE; -5 = negative,
+5 = positive).
Results: Multiple regression analysis revealed that the PS of studies, human relationships at the
university, club activities, and relationship with their partner were positively associated with selfesteem. The PS of human relationships at the university showed a strong positive association with
the PS of studies and the MEIS score. The ISE of each factor was positively related to the ISE of
others. For example, if a student evaluated the ISE of family relationships negatively, he (she) tended
to evaluate the ISE of another factor (e.g., studies and human relationships at the university)
negatively too.
Conclusions: These results suggest that the PS of human relationships at the university has a great
influence on the self-esteem and identity of university students and that university students may not
clearly distinguish between multiple selves in various positions.
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X%
Paper

Voters as polyvocal political pundits: A dialogical analysis
of United Kingdom Independence Party voters

Sept. 8

Gavin Sullivan
In the 2015 United Kingdom (UK) election, the right-wing United Kingdom Independence Party
(UKIP) emerged as a potential contender for a role in the national parliament. Led by the
controversial Nigel Farage, UKIP appealed to voters because it articulated problems with and
potential solutions to the multiple sources of dissatisfaction in everyday life that included elite and
"out of touch" professional politicians, the European Union, migration, the refugee crisis, the National
Health Service, and the failure of UK politicians to put Britain (and England) first. Building upon the
dialogical approach to qualitative analysis (P. Sullivan, 2012) and analyses of "dialogical citizens"
(Korkut et al., 2013), this paper presents an analysis of indepth interviews with 20 UKIP voters before
and after the election as well as 6 months post-election. The analysis not only indicates how
participants were heterogeneous in the ways that they positioned themselves in relation to sources
of relevant political knowledge and expertise, but also highlights the polyvocal and temporal nature
of their changing political views as they became their own complex forms of "political pundit".

X%
Paper

Dramas as devices for communicating with alien selves:
Connecting Stanislavsky's notion of "podtekst" with Bakhtin's
"chronotope"

Sept. 8

Atsushi Tajima
This presentation employed the notion of podtekst (or subtext), which was developed by Stanislavski,
and that of chronotope, which was developed by Bakhtin. I connect these ideas theoretically in order
to develop conceptual models for Hermans’s "dialogical self" promoting communication with people
who have alien consciousness (e.g., interactions with people from different cultures).
Stanislavski insists that implicit information lies behind the explicit texts that emerge from each
speaker’s personality in communication; he called such implied information “podtekst.” Interlocutors
are required to read such podteksts especially in interactions with those who do not easily agree with
their ideas (i.e., those who have alien self-consciousness), and Stanislavski values such interactions
as dramatic materials.
Bakhtin also makes a point of conflicts between speakers who contradict each other's ideas, which
are found typically in Dostoevsky's novels, as opportunities to break "sameness" in our consciousness,
nurtured in everyday activities that may hinder new ideas coming from another world. He names the
self-consciousness "chronotope," which defines the time-space of the speakers' world-views; he
values the artistic dialogues of Dostoevsky's characters, which promote reading each alien
chronotope as generating new ideas dialogically (Holquist, 1990, 2010). This chronotope can be read
as a source of podtekst in Stanislavski's discussion.
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In this presentation, I propose conceptual models of chronotope as generating podtekst from the
viewpoint of the "dialogical self." I also discuss the role of drama as an artistic device for promoting
speakers' capability of participating in communication with alien selves, focusing especially on the
development of university level education.

X%
Paper

The renaissance of local identities: A dialogical self explanation

Sept. 8

Stefano Tartaglia
In the last decades, regionalism spread across Europe and local identities gained importance. Some
scholar interpreted the rising of local identities as a matter of geopolitics. Ethnic identification
replaced territory in defining the actors who promote specific cultural markers to justify political
demands. Another possible interpretation refers to the tension between globalization and
localization. According to Dialogical Self theory, globalization offers an increased number of others
to which the ego can refers to define himself. This complexity of the globalized world can lead to a
fragmentation and instability of Self provoking a need of stability. That need could be satisfied by
local identification. We assume that the meaning attached to a local identity is different whether
used to counteract self-fragmentation or to support a group interest. The study focused on the
Occitan identity that in Italy emerged in the last thirty years located in a small mountain area. The
research is a qualitative study involving a group of residents of the Occitan valleys and a group of
active promoters of Occitan culture. The two groups showed differences in identity definition and
meaning.

X%
Paper

The ethos of I-positions

Sept. 9

Phillip Thomson
Hermans suggests dialogical exchanges are sites of dominance and social power where individuals
actively negotiate between various arguments offered by multiple I-positions. Principles from the
field of argumentation studies can be useful to both the dialogical self theorist and practitioner. This
paper will introduce several tests used in argumentation studies related to the assessment of the
credibility of sources of data and will provide examples of how these tests are relevant to the
assessment of arguments presented by various interacting I-positions. I will argue that the
exploration of credibility (ethos) as it relates to I-positions provides a basis for understanding and
perhaps modifying the dominance of some I-positions relative to others and might lead to the
resolution of intrapersonal conflicts or uncertainty. An example of how intrapersonal conflict can be
resolved through a better understanding of credibility is illustrated through an examination of the
popular animated film Inside Out (2015).
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X%
Paper

The Circumplex of Identity Formation Modes – Theoretical
background and results of empirical research

Sept. 10

Ewa Topolewska, Jan Cieciuch
Nowadays, there are several parallelly used conceptions on identity formation in the Eriksonian
framework (Berzonsky, 1989; Crocetti, Rubini, & Meeusa, 2008; Marcia, 1966; Luyckx et al., 2008).
Recently Cieciuch and Topolewska (2016) proposed the Circumplex of Identity Formation Modes,
wherein a theoretical integration of above mentioned models is possible. The model incorporates
eight modes specified in the base of two subsystems: one responsible for holding stability, the other
enabling plasticity to new information. Although identity is understood as a personal cognitive
structure self-defining the individuality, consisting of elements that the individual deems relevant to
who he or she is, the identity formation could be viewed as a dialogical process, within person is
constantly searching, checking and selecting the most suitable solutions. Therefore in discussion we
will attempt to analyze the identity formation modes from the perspective of the dialogical self.
In order to verify the model assumptions, two studies was conducted (N = 837 and N = 715). The
results corroborated theoretical assumptions in the range of eight-factor structure and the circular
organization of identity formation modes. The modes model can serve as a ground for integration of
different models developed in Eriksonian tradition.

X%
Paper

Impacting teachers' identity. Teachers' training with critical
incidents as an opportunity to change

Sept. 8

Crista Weise, Carles Monereo, Ibis Alvarez
The aim of the study aim was to identify the impact a training course, based on critical incidents
methodology (CI), has on different aspects of the university teacher's identity, and to analyse the
persistence of these changes. The research was based on the line of identity studies pursued by
researchers such as Akkerman and Meijer (2011), Hermans and Gieser (2012), or McAlpine,
Amundsen, and Turner (2012). The research was carried out at a public university in Barcelona
(Spain), with seven volunteer teachers from several departments as participants. Following a
qualitative approach, we administered an initial open questionnaire about critical incidents. A followup questionnaire about the teachers’ self-perception of changes in their own identity was applied
during the course. Six months later, during a second open-ended interview, we explored the impact
of the teaching course. The results showed that in all cases there were changes in some dimensions
of the teachers’ identity, which was more evident in strategies and feelings than in teaching
conceptions. These changes were still present one semester later. We argue that a training based on
the use of te contingencies (CI) that take place in teaching practice has the potential to promote
changes in essential components of teacher identity.
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X%
Paper

A Self-Determination Theory Framework: Patient-PCP
communication quality and mental health outcomes

Sept. 9

Sule Yilmaz, Marsha N. Wittink
With data suggesting that patients and primary care providers (PCPs) have different priorities for
discussion; patients with multimorbidity frequently report poor communication with their PCPs.
Patients often feel incompetent in the encounter, and fear being labeled as a “difficult patient.”
Patients’ perspectives related to their relationship with their PCP is important to consider because
patients’ mental health outcomes will be improved if they are empowered and enabled to discuss
their priorities with the PCP. Accordingly, using a Self-Determination Theory framework we
developed a Discussion Prioritization Tool to empower patients to communicate and prioritize
discussion of their everyday challenges and enable them to locate relevant community resources. We
will present preliminary data from a randomized control trial study where we recruited 13 PCPs and
60 patients aged 40 years and older with 2 or more common chronic medical conditions from a busy
urban primary care clinic. Both the providers and the patients were queried about their experiences
using a semi-structured questionnaire. Patients also completed an adapted version of the health
climate questionnaire as well as need for competence items. In addition, the audio-recordings of the
visits were coded to assess the patient-PCP communication about patient’s day-to-day challenges
and context relevant to their health. Both patients and PCPs found the intervention helpful. Patients
were more likely than the PCPs say they spent the majority of the time discussing the patient’s
priorities. The findings will be considered from a Self-Determination Theory perspective on basic
psychological needs.

XX%
Paper

The devil within: The dialogical self in Brighton Rock

Sept. 8

Fangfang Zhang
Pinkie Brown, the seventeen-year-old gangster boss in Graham Greene’s Brighton Rock, is depicted as
a juvenile Satan, who suffers the psychological trauma of a lost childhood and carries on the Faustian
evil deeds to sustain his ego. Following his spiritual father Kite, Pinkie makes cruelty and violence his
egoistic self-expression, subjugating himself to the tyranny of a supernatural evil. The promoter
position of the spiritual father is appropriated as a stern inner judge who demands the Boy’s loyalty
and obedience. Accordingly, Pinkie develops the I-position of a conqueror and dictator, which
overpowers and objectifies the positions of the other instead of involving them in dialogical
relations. Pinkie is a coming-of-age protagonist who feels divided between the child and the man,
virginity and sexuality. He recognizes an alter ego that completes him in the innocent and angelic
Rose, but chooses to deny and sacrifice her. The surge of emotions and the voices of other positions
fall victim to the dictator’s monologue. The monological dominance of the I-position alienates the
self and impedes its development as a whole.
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X%
Poster

Phenomenological analysis of the fugit amor experience

Sept. 8

Anna Andrzejczak-Huszaluk
Based on valuation and the dialogical self-theory by Hermans, the study investigates the personal
fugit amor experience. Participants were asked to recall their memories and to formulate valuations
of the fugit amor experience, which were later assessed with a standard set of affect terms from SelfConfrontation Method. They were also asked to evaluate a climate of iconic representation of the
Fugit amor by August Rodin. The participants of the experimental group where instructed to create
an inner (imaginary) dialogue with an imagined person which has become unreachable, whereas the
participants of the control group were instructed to describe that person. The first hypothesis
assumed that the affect climate of the fugit amor experience would change in the experimented
(dialogical) group from –O (low S, high O, low P, high N) into +O (low S, high O, high P, low N). This
hypothesis was not confirmed. A wider range of valuations represent the personal experience of
unrequited love: -O, - LL (but also +HH). It was also postulated that positive affects in the dialogical
group would increase. Research indicated an increase of positive affects and a decrease in negative
affects in both groups. The next hypothesis postulated that in the dialogical group motive of selfenhancement (+S) would be stronger after the dialogue. This hypothesis was partly confirmed
because the motive of self-enhancement was reinforced in both groups.

X%
Poster

The perception and understanding of paintings
and their aesthetic appraisal

Sept. 8

Ewelina Dżaman
The poster aims at presenting the hypothetical relationship between people's aesthetic appraisals
and their understanding of figurative paintings. The main research question was: What kind of
paintings do people judge as beautiful or not beautiful and what stories about their future do they
tell when looking at paintings? The participants were students (n = 30) completing the SelfConfrontation Method by H. Hermans and E. Hermans-Jansen, and the one-dimensional scale of
aesthetic appraisal. The study shows that beautiful paintings were easier to interpret as presenting
something important for personal future and their meanings were generally more positive. These
data illustrate the relationship between aesthetic appraisal and the meanings of the paintings. The
poster also shows people's affective profiles of the paintings and the related self-narratives.
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X%
Poster

The construction of narrative identity based on paintings

Sept. 8

Katarzyna Garwolińska, Piotr Oleś
The aim of this exploratory study was to answer the question of whether people can tell their
personal stories inspired by paintings. The participants were adults (n = 30) who agreed to tell their
personal stories when looking at several pictures, which they had selected from a set of 100
reproductions of paintings, mainly figurative. They told their stories and formulated valuations.
Affective profiles of the pictures and of valuations were compared by means of the SelfConfrontation Method. Another aspect of analysis was the comparison of the affective profiles of
valuations and aesthetic assessments of the pictures. The poster presents qualitative and
quantitative data showing interesting elements of personal identity and its dialogical aspect.

X%
Poster

Self-narratives based on abstract and figurative paintings

Sept. 8

Anna Gricman
The poster presents people's self-narratives inspired by abstract and figurative paintings. The main
research question is, what personal stories people tell when looking at abstract and figurative
paintings. The participants were students (n = 30). The following methods were used in the study: the
Self-Confrontation Method by Hubert Hermas and Els Hermans-Jansen and the NEO Five-Factor
Inventory by Paul Costa and Robert McCrae. This study shows that stories inspired by abstract art are
shorter and sometimes disorganized than stories inspired by figurative art. The poster also shows the
affective climates of valuations and relationships between narratives and personality traits: for
example, people who like the most abstract art have a high level of openness to experience. Several
examples of the stories and valuations are presented as well as dialogical aspects of self-narratives.

X%
Poster

From Dialogical Acting towards Authorial Acting

Sept. 8

Jan Hančil, Eva Slavíková, Michaela Raisová, Pavel Zajicek
The discipline founded by Professor Ivan Vyskočil is the core discipline for Authorial Acting and
Creativity Programme taught in Prague. The discipline is a path to self-discovery and personality
training. It stems from the psychosomatic approach of understanding an individual and develops his
or her conditions for creative communication. At the Academy of Performing Arts in Prague (Theatre
Faculty), it is taught along and in correlation with other practical disciplines that help develop a
communicative and creative individual/author: speech, voice, movement, authorial reading and
authorial acting. All these disciplines are viewed from the psychosomatic point of view while
focusing also on drama principles. The aim of the research-based study is to be able to connect all
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the disciplines in creating an authorial solo performances and to be able to act consciously as a
creative and responsible individual - in any area of human existence. For more information and
practical experience, visit our workshop of Dialogical Acting (Dialogical Acting with the Inner
Partner).

X%
Poster

Internal dialogical activity and self-discrepancies

Sept. 8

Jan Kutnik, Wacław Bąk
The focus of this contribution is on the intersection between dialogical and cognitive approach to the
self. The presented study tested the relations between internal dialogical activity as measured by the
SWAD scale (Oleś et al., 2010) and self-discrepancies. With regard to self-discrepancies, both the
actualization and the attainability of four self-standards – i.e., the ideal, ought, undesired, and
forbidden selves – were taken into account, and self-discrepancies were measured using the DRP
procedure (Bak, 2014). The implications for both the dialogical self theory and the self-discrepancy
theory are discussed.

X%
Poster

The dialogical self and self-concept: A preliminary
characterization of the creators of literature

Sept. 8

Agnieszka Mioduchowska-Zienkiewicz
The aim of the poster is to present a preliminary analysis that is part of the Ph.D. project titled “The
internal dialogical activity and self-concept in creative people”, prepared under the guidance of
Andrzej Sękowski. The work is based on the dialogical self theory (Hermans), self-concept clarity
(Campbell), the componential model of creativity (Urban), and the model of the Style of Creative
Behavior (Strzałecki). The theoretical purpose of this study is to determine the characteristics of
internal dialogical activity and self-concept among writers, including some psychometric indicators
of creativity – creative abilities and creative behavior. The practical objective is to understand the
phenomenon of literary creation from the perspective of writers’ internal dialogical activity and selfawareness. The following methods were used: the Internal Dialogical Activity Scale (Oleś), the SelfConcept Clarity Scale (Campbell et al.), the Adjective Check List (Gough & Heilbrun), the Dialogical
Activity Form (DAF; Puchalska-Wasyl), the Dialogue-Monologue-Perspective Questionnaire
(Puchalska-Wasyl), the Creative Behavior Questionnaire, version A (Strzałecki), the Test for Creative
Thinking-Drawing Production (Urban & Jellen), and the questionnaire form ”Literati” (MioduchowskaZienkiewicz). The research group are Polish writers belonging to different creative organizations. The
creators of literature are writers who create literary works (poetry, prose, drama, etc.). In Poland, the
writer is an officially registered profession. The project is currently in progress.

X%
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Poster

Mutual learning context: a dialogical process towards
the development of systemic practitioner

Sept. 8

Maimunah Mosli
PPIS Family therapy Institute Singapore was set up to using systemic thinking as a guiding
framework in our work with individuals, couples and families The institute offers a dialogical holding
space that nurtures the development of a dialogical process in client, worker and the space in
between, offering a mutual learning space where learning and re-learning is central. This poster
presentation is hoping to offer a multiple description of the dialogical learning process undertaken
and its impact. Join Maimunah as she shares the development, challenges and reception of a
dialogical holding space in a country where dialogical ideas are still relatively new. The cultural
context was also embedded in making dialogical practice systemic and systemic ideas dialogical.

X%
Poster

Affective profiles of figurative and abstract paintings
and personality traits in young adults

Sept. 8

Karolina Oziemczuk
This study aims at checking if figurative and abstract paintings differ in their affective profiles and in
the relationships between their affective profiles and personality traits. Sixty young adult
participants (30 women and 30 men) assessed the affective meanings of 30 figurative and 30 abstract
paintings (15 colored and 15 black-and-white) using the affective list from the Self-Confrontation
Method by Hermans and Hermans-Jansen. Next, affective indices – related to positive and negative
feelings as well as to feelings related to self-enhancement and longing for contact with others –
were compared with personality traits measured by means of the NEO-FFI inventory by Costa and
McCrae. The results are discussed in the light of valuation theory and the dialogical self theory by
Hermans.

X%
Poster

The dialogical self in travelers

Sept. 8

Katarzyna Pasternak
The study is based on the stories of a few people traveling for a long time. The aim is to show the
phenomenon of dialogical self in such people. The work is based on Hermans’s theory and it is a
retrospective case study carried out by means of interview. The research questions are: How often do
travelers conduct internal dialogues? What are the topics of the dialogues and the imagined
partners? What are the psychological functions of such dialogues? They come down to the following
general question: Is there anything significant, strange, or unique in the internal dialogues conducted
by the travelers?
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X%
Poster

Harm experience from different time perspectives

Sept. 8

Michał Meisner, Małgorzata Sobol-Kwapińska, Aneta Przepiórka
The perception of situations of experiencing harm in social relations is changing with time. The aim
of the research presented in the poster was to compare stories using the Thematic Apperception Test
(TAT) on the experience of having been harmed. In our study, we postulated that the stories about
hurt feelings would have a different character depending on the time perspective from which these
experiences were described. The subjects were divided into four groups. The first group described a
situation of harm, stating that it happened several years ago. The second group described the same
situation with the information that it happened a few days before, the third group – with the
information that it would happen in a few days, and the fourth group – with the information that this
situation was going to happen in several years. It is said that time heals all wounds: it was therefore
assumed that the more distant in time the experience of harm is, the less negative emotions will be
conveyed in the story. The participants were recruited from among students. In the study, we used
one of the cards of Murray’s Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) and the Zimbardo Time Perspective
Inventory (ZTPI).

X%
Poster

How to measure representations of time in different languages?

Sept. 8

Aneta Przepiórka, Małgorzata Sobol-Kwapińska, Arkadiusz Gut
What we understand by representations of time is ideas concerning time – in other words, the
manner of metaphorical conceptualization of time. In the presented project we analyze two basic
representations of time: moving time, in which the person is motionless (“time-moving,” e.g.,
“Vacation is coming”) and motionless time in which it is the person that moves (“ego-moving,” e.g.,
“We are approaching vacation”). Spatial experience can be also related to one of the representations
of time. Participants riding a train took the ego-moving perspective more often than those who were
not moving (e.g., waiting at the train station) (see Boroditsky & Ramscar, 2002). So far, a few
measures of time-moving/ego-moving perspective have been introduced in experiments. The aim of
our presentation is to discuss some of the measures of time representation and the methodological
problems stemming from their linguistic and cultural context.
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X%
Poster

Philip Zimbardo and Hubert Hermans, or time perspective in the
context of internal dialogues

Sept. 8

Joanna Romanek, Małgorzata Sobol-Kwapińska
The poster shows a theoretical analysis of the relationship between time perspective and the
tendency to conduct internal dialogues. Time perspective is conceptualized by Zimbardo and Boyd
(1999) as a preference for a specific area of time – past, present, or future – in thinking and action.
The tendency to conduct internal dialogues is understood by Hermans (2003) as the activity of many
I-positions in the mental representation that laces interactions resembling social interactions. We
seek theoretical justification for the following research hypothesis: Individuals with a strong past
time perspective or future time perspective are more prone to conduct internal dialogues compared
to people with a strong present time perspective. We start from Kosslyn’s (1983) concept of mental
imagery and postulate that mental imagery makes it possible both to mentally act out scenes from
the past, including people from the past with whom inner dialogues can be conducted, and to create
future scenarios, also including people to conduct imaginary dialogues with.

X%
Poster

Letters to anorexia. Narrative tools of work with anorectic patients
in the context of dialogical self

Sept. 8

Urszula Tokarska, Dorota Ryżanowska
The aim of the presentation is to consider the usefulness of dialogical self psychology in
understanding the experience of patients with eating disorders. The above topic has been focused on
patients diagnosed with anorexia nervosa and on the analysis of personal documents such as letters.
The phenomenon of internal dialogues with the “anorexic voice” has been explored via categories
from dialogical self psychology, such as positioning. Directions for potential psychotherapeutic
applications are proposed.

X%
Poster

The functions of internal dialogical activity and personality types

Sept. 8

Renata Walasek
The aim of this research is to compare the functions of internal dialogical activity in persons with
various personality types. The research will be theoretically based on Hermans’s dialogical self
theory and Eysenck’s theory of personality, in which Neuroticism, Extraversion, and Psychoticism are
identified as personality types. The hypotheses are as follows: (H1) Introverts use self-talk to regulate
their social interactions; (H2) Extraverts use self-talk to manage their thoughts and emotions; (H3)
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People high in Neuroticism use self-talk to punish themselves (ruminative dialogues); (H4)
Dialogicality is not related to Psychoticism. The participants, 100 people aged from 18 to 30,
completed three questionnaires: the Self-Talk Scale (STS) by Brinthaupt, Hein, and Kramer, the
Internal Dialogical Activity Scale (IDAS) by Oles, and Eysenck’s Personality Questionnaire (EPQ-R).
The interpretation and discussion of results is focused on mutual relationships between different
aspects of dialogicality and personality types.

X%
Poster

Traits and values as the psychological context of dialogical
activity

Sept. 8

Ewelina Zapała, The John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Poland
The main aim of the study is to broaden the knowledge about the relationship between selected
aspects of internal dialogues and the structure of personality as well as value preferences. The
theoretical basis of the project is the dialogical self theory, which focuses on the processes of the
construction of meaning; the Big Five model of personality traits; and the Schwartz Theory of Basic
Values. The participants are students of the John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, aged 19-25,
who conduct imagined dialogues about important personal issues and complete three
questionnaires: the Self-Talk Scale (STS) by Brinthaupt, Hein, and Kramer, the NEO Personality
Inventory Revised by Costa and McCrae, and the Personal Value Questionnaire (PVQ) by Schwartz.
Differences in the types, purposes, and circumstances of internal dialogues are analyzed as well as
their relationships to traits and values. As expected, people who have higher levels of Neuroticism
and Openness to Experience generate more internal dialogues. During the conference, preliminary
results will be presented and discussed, also with a view to further studies.
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Dialogue on the psychodrama stage. How can we re-build our own
experiences in practice?

Sept. 9

7-10 September 2016, The John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, POLAND

X%
Workshop

Krzysztof Mariusz Ciepliński
During the workshop, a practical way of using Moreno’s psychodrama techniques will be presented.
The participants will experience and develop their own spontaneity and creativity. The leader of the
workshop – a psychodrama trainer and certified psychotherapist – will show them how psychodrama
works as a dialogical method, allowing the rebuilding of their own experiences. Personal activity and
ability to maintain confidentiality will be expected. Wearing comfortable clothes allowing free
movement and performance is helpful.

X%
Invited Workshop

The implementation of the Dialogical Stage Model for Emotional
Change in anxiety disorders treatment

Sept. 9

Georgia Gkantona
Hermans & Hermans-Konopka (2010) proposed a seven stage model for a dialogical change of
emotions, which can be helpful to cope with negatives emotions such as sadness, guilt, fear, anger
that are very common in anxiety disorders. It is consisted of the processes of identification and disidentification of the negative emotion, the identification and entering of a counter-emotion, leaving
the counter-emotion and moving to a dialogue between the original emotion and the counter
emotion, forming dialogical relations between the emotions, and finally creating a composition of
emotions and place these two emotions as part of a broader range of emotions and positions.
Clinical cases: A reference to case examples making use of diary and session fragments involving
patients suffering from symptoms in the Anxiety Disorders spectrum will clarify the clinical utility of
the model.
Conclusions: Therapeutic outcomes of the clinical cases highlight the fruitful and creative potentials
of the model implementation in counseling and psychotherapeutic procedures.
Discussion: By reflecting on systemic and dialogical practices within the framework of Dialogical Self
Theory there will be a discussion about theoretical and practical considerations of the Dialogical
Stage Model for Emotional Change.

X%
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X%
Invited Workshop

Dialogical acting with the inner partner

Sept. 7

Jan Hančil, Eva Slavíková, Michaela Raisová, Pavel Zajicek
This unique approach to self-discovery and personality training originally created by prof. dr. Ivan
Vyskočil has been developed in Prague, Czech Republic for 40 years. For 25 years the discipline has
been studied in the context of Theatre Faculty (DAMU) as pivotal discipline in Authorial Acting
programme and connected artistic research.
Dialogical (Inter)acting with the Inner Partner(s) largely is:
-the path to self-discovery, self-acquaintance, self-acceptance and self-fulfillment
-creation of mind-body conditions for creative communications, "conductive" empathy
-experience, recognition and study of drama principles
-experience, recognition and study of non-objective acting
-the path to undestanding, "embodying" and realizing particular challenges, particular tasks, texts.
-methodological rehearsing, investigation, perception, self-attentiveness and discovery.
Related phenomena: active imagination, improvisation
Joining the 120 min. workshop participant will have opportunity to discover the discipline by himself.
Philosophical and psychological framework will be explained and the context of research and studies
will be documented by presenting audiovisual material.

X%
Workshop

OctoQuest: A fast solution-oriented process exploring conflicting
role- specific- I- positions, powered by 8 questions and 3
interventions

Sept. 9

Wolf Lejeune, Anne van Dinther
OctoQuest Workshop: a dialogical, solution-focused method for reframing and reformulating
dysfunctional elements in the self-concept. Creator is W. Lejeune and Co-Leader is A. van Dinther.
Objectives: You experience a powerful structured fast protocol of interrelated questions designed to
stimulate the client’s thinking about their perception of Self and Others. OctoQuest is a self-directed,
solution-oriented process. A dialogical process leads the client to realize their responsibility for
critically appraising their own assumptions, readjust these, and thus change their beliefs and
behavior. Context: OctoQuest can be widely applied in coaching, acquisition, leadership, and
intervision. The ideas of H. Hermans, F. von Thun, F. Glasl and E. van de Vliert are combined in a
solution-oriented interview: exploring role-conflicts and role-specific I-positions. Design: You will
participate and explore in questioning and reframing role-specific I-positions. Role-specific Ipositions are explored in the context of the contrast between an undesirable and desirable situation
and as part of goal setting. Significance: The fast solution-oriented method increases the client’s
positive personal involvement and improves goal setting.
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X%
Workshop

When temporal positions talk to each other: The integrative role
of metaposition

Sept. 8

Małgorzata Łysiak
In this workshop we will explore if it is possible to construct a bridge between different temporal
positions of the self and investigate the role of meta-position during the voiced dialogical process.
First, recent theoretical developments on internal temporal dialogues will be presented. On the basis
of this presentation, the participants will apply “the chair instruction for the temporal dialogue
method” on themselves and discuss the results with one another as well as with the workshop
leader.
The central aim of the workshop is the construction of temporal dialogues so as to expose the role of
meta-position. Hopefully the participants will have an opportunity to apply the presented procedure
in their future work.

X%
Workshop

“Life-History Mandala” Workshop: To understand one’s own
dialogical self and other people dialogical selves along with each
unique life history

Sept. 9

Mami Mitachi, Osamu Yamamoto, Tamio Nakano
The purposes of the workshop are: (1) to learn as much as possible about one’s own dialogical self by
making out the Life-History Mandala charts and figuring out the keyword(s) of one’s life (in terms of
I-position), (2) to see how participants feel when working on the charts, and (3) to put the pieces of
others’ dialogical selves together. The workshop has been developed based on B. F. Skinner’s
behaviour analysis theory. It can also facilitate comprehending dialogical self, since participants will
be asked to illustrate their personal histories.
Many people often have conflicts in various fields mainly because of a misperception of their own
values and/or perspectives that have been developed through their unique life experience. To
accomplish feasible Kyosei* society, the authors believe a simple and practical tool is essential in
order for people to understand each other as a first step. This workshop has been developed for this
purpose. As mentioned above, participants in this workshop will realize how important it is to
understand themselves and others and to facilitate and develop their dialogical selves.
_________________________
*Kyosei is a Japanese term, whose meaning is co-existing.
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X%
Invited Workshop

The path to resolving inner conflict and making decisions that
make us happy

Sept. 7

Dina Nir
The aim of this workshop is to offer participants a useful framework and practical guidelines for
resolving inner conflicts and making daily decisions that promote well-being and personal thriving.
The workshop is based on the Negotiational Self Theory (NST), which has been empirically validated,
and on a four-step process termed Negotiational Self Method (NSM). NSM helps guide people
through the stressful and chaotic experience of inner conflict, and towards an integrative solution
that creates post-decision satisfaction and enthusiasm to implement the decision in the real world.
The workshop will begin with a short theoretical background and a review of recent studies. A case
study will be presented and then participants will be guided, step by step, through the NSM process.
The experiential workshop will provide participants with an applicable tool via which to
systematically resolve inner conflicts in all life domains and make integrative life-supporting
decisions. In other words, participants will learn a life tool that will enable them, time after time, to
make decisions that make them happy.

X%
Workshop

Selfhood as a rhizomatic story. Meaning making via hypertextual
movement

Sept. 9

Urszula Tokarska
The workshop is elaborated around the metaphor comparing selfhood to “a rhizomatic story” in the
context of the Dialogical Self Theory. The term “rhizome,” first coined by French philosopher Deleuze
and psychiatrist Guattari, means the basic structure with a multiplicity of potential (sometimes
unexpected) connections between a variety of elements, and, as a whole, self-revived and self-filling
the emerging gaps (as in the biological functioning of the underground plant rhizome). The rhizome
metaphor has been adapted to the narrative approach in contemporary social sciences as the
illustration of the possible deep structure of internal “mental time and space travel.” Used in this
way, it could be understood as a kind of dynamic and flexible individual “life-story map” (with selfchosen entrances, exits, and original element binding), while creating non-linear, multileveled and
multivoiced auto-biographical narrative accounts. The workshop invites participants to the common
activity of comparing and combining their own autobiographical narrative experience processing
strategies (presented graphically via so-called rhizoanalysis) with some Dialogical Self Theory
assumptions. The most visible connections between DST and selfhood understood as a rhizomatic
story are: (1) The time and space dimension of the “I-positioning” process when establishing narrative
identity; (2) The DST “I-meta-position” as parallel to an active agent (the co-authoring storyteller)
equipped with narrative skills supporting the establishment of a multiplicity of actual and potential
“points of view” (during the story-telling process); (3) An important connection between the above
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and mental health (in the narrative approach in terms of the indicators of “beneficial/adaptive life
stories”). During the workshop activities, the participants will follow the narrative stimuli provided to
practice “telling their own stories,” which are proposed in the rhizomatic Hypertextual Life Story
Map, the narrative tool created by this workshop`s author. Additionally, our common activity will be
enriched by the inclusion of a few selected culture texts (such “small stories” as proverbs and fairy
tales), which will extend the possible set of external “Voices” invited to a particular “society of mind.”
We will examine the functioning of such a potential of “new I-positions” derived (“borrowed”) from
other cultures and historical periods as “helpers” in the achievement of new meaning-making
outcomes.

X%
Workshop

Team Confrontation Method

Sept. 9

Peter Zomer
The Team Confrontation Method helps team members to improve their effectiveness by providing a
protocol for a collective investigation into the patterns of their cooperation. The method has been
developed by myself a decade ago in order to make success in team-coaching more likely (Zomer,
2006; 2016). Team-coaches use the method for helping teams to face long-standing difficulties.
Different concepts of Dialogical Self Theory are made applicable. The team members’ deviant voices
are mobilized for breaking counterproductive patterns, so that team cooperation is renewed and
refreshed. This workshop aims to offer a short introduction of the method, as well as an experience
of one of its steps in the protocol: the making of a system diagram, in which team members bring
their insights, gained in earlier steps of the protocol, together in a mapping of their interlocking
behaviors.

X%
Workshop

Training dialogicality

Sept. 8

Peter Zomer, Elżbieta Chmielnicka-Kuter
In our practice of team-coaching, one of the most difficult things is training a team to become more
dialogical. For several reasons, team members are not inclined to listen to each other carefully, let
alone that they appreciate each other’s contribution to the full. How could team members investigate
their mutual cooperation better? How could they identify opportunities and take away barriers for
common problem-solving? And how could facilitators teach them to do this independently from
them, i.e. after them having left? This workshop offers concrete exercises that promise to make a
team’s dialogicality more lasting. By experiencing these exercises, participants will be able to enrich
their practice and theoretical understanding of dialogicality.
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X%
Topic Group

Taboos: African traditional ways of sustaining morality

Sept. 8

Chika Eze, Francis Obaweiki, Janet Ogada
Among Africans taboos are often conceive as prohibition about social life including religion in order
to keep peace and harmony as well as to avoid curse from ancestors or spirits. In this way, taboos are
means of maintaining morality; although in some situations they have been used to promote and
maintain inequality among people but what this symposium aims at, is to present the rich values
espoused in the observance of African taboos as means of upholding moral values. The main
emphasis is to portray the implication taboos have on the African person’s sense of identity in terms
of facilitating constructive self-development and on-going understanding of the world they live in.
This is a research in progress in an attempt to appreciate how cultural perspective influence sense of
personhood.
Method: Collection of taboo narratives, particularly the ones focusing on adultery, teenage
pregnancy, respect for age, food, prosperity, and marriage blessings. These narratives are meant to
present the underlying morals embedded in the observation of each taboo and consequences if any is
broken.
Major Concern: to portray the usefulness of taboos in maintaining morals in spite of the contesting
views that taboos are superstitious in nature or even ridiculous.
Goal Areas: On-going promotion of cultural practices with the aim of improved access to behavioral
health services in communities and organizations. Possible collaboration with school and community
service providers and organizations towards understanding cultural values and usefulness for
behavioral modification. In addition, enrich the literature on culture and self.

X%
Topic Group

Creating a dialogical center in your own country

Sept. 9

Hubert Hermans
Recently, Hubert Hermans has created, together with colleagues, a Dialogical Self Academy as an
educational center for stimulating dialogical relationship between individuals, groups, and cultures
and within different I-positions in the self. The key terms are multivoicedness, dialogue, and
responsibility (response-ability).The initiative has been started in The Netherlands but Hubert’s
intention is to expand the idea to other countries. He would like to inform colleagues about the basic
idea and invite them to create a similar organization in their own country. In this topic group, Hubert
will inform participants about the possibilities and obstacles in creating a dialogical center and invite
them to start a similar center in their own country. This would create educational initiatives and
cooperation over the border of nations and cultures. Hubert will present arguments for creating such
centers world-wide and greatly appreciates to hear your questions, ideas, and suggestions.

X%
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When the living moment is created in the therapeutic dialogue
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Sept. 9

Masasyoshi Morioka, Koichi Hirose, Kakuko Matsumoto, Kateryna Kuroha
The aim of this topic group is to explore how the significant moment emerges in the therapeutic and
ordinary conversation through the dialogical perspective. In this presentation the topic group will
focus on such a creative and specific moment at the event of the encounter in the psychotherapeutic
relationship. The significant therapeutic contact occurs not only in the psychotherapeutic situation
but also in the ordinary life when both client and therapist meet together authentically. We can call
this specific moment of spontaneous responsiveness ”Su”(素) in Japanese. The topic group will
introduce some vignettes on this moment and will try to interpret them from the viewpoint of the
dynamism of I-positioning. In this topic group we prepare the papers:
•Masayoshi MORIOKA: Living at the moment of performing spontaneous responsiveness
•Koichi HIROSE: The living moment and the third area
•Kakuko MATSUMOTO: The meaning construction of Musical Narrative: Group counseling for juvenile
delinquents

http://www.dialogicalself-9.com

